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ALBUQUERQUE,

BLOODTHIRSTY
CZAR'S UNCLE
BARRED OUT

OF BRITAIN
Grand Duke Vladimir is Banished From Russia for FuriGeneral
on
ous Attack
Trepoff at Peterhof,
THREATENED

TO DO UP

NICHOLAS HIMSELF

Probable That Rich Treasure
Shirr of Spanish Armada
May Be Recovered From
Depths of Ocean.
(By Blclinrrt Abereorn.)
London, Sept. 1. Before she left
England to visit her daughter Queen
Maud of Norway, Queen Alexandra is
said to have made King Edward give
her the promise that he would inform
Grand Duke Vladimir of Russia., uncle of the czar, that his presence in
this country during his term of banishment from Russia la not wanted,
and should he come to London he
would not be received at the English
court.
In spite of his fear of his uncle, the
czar, a couple of weeks ago banishing
Vladimir from Russia for one
year because of his scandalous behavior, which defies all description
Por many months, the grand, duke,
who has always been the black sheep
of the imperial family has been In a
slate of permanent Intoxication but
nothing was done to restrain him until lie during one of his spasms forced his way Into the czar's private
apartments at Peterhof and threatened to knock Nicholas' head off because
the czar had refused to make Admiral
Alexieff, the man who was responwar.
sible
for the
minister of marine in the Stolypln
cabinet.
When General Trepoff. commander
of Ihe palace tried to stop him. he was
thrOWn violently to the floor by a
blow from the (1st. of the furious
grand duke, who has the strength of
a giant.
the combined
It took
strength of ten officers and eoldiers
to overpower the drunken man and
any him Off to a cell where he spent
the night.
Though the czar ordered everybody
In keep the affair secret the czarina
heard of It, and site forced her husband to banish his uncle.
Vladimir then announced his intention to study the workings of the British parliament but really because he
Is afraid to go to France which is full
of Russian refugees any one of whom
would gladly sacrifice his own life to
rid the world of Vladimir, whom they
consider as responsible for the czar's
failure to giant a constitution to RusRusso-Japane-

(

sia.

that also England is closed to
Ibis dissipated and bloodthirsty royal
monster, he can dio nothing better
than ask the hospitality of Leopold of
H' lgium, who might take pity on him
atul receive him as guest at Aeken.
ÑoW

Hopes

are

entertained

that the

of the Spanish Armada,
which has lain for centuries at the
bottom of Tobermoy bay, Will soon be
located and its cargo of gold and sil-

treusuri ship

ver recovered.
The latest scientific methods have
been used In a search which has extended over centuries. Snndpumping
and modern diving bells and other Ingenious contrivances or which the earlier searchers knew nothing, are Ic
ing employed and by their aid the fascinating Spanish doubloons will once
more see the light of the duv.
The treasure shin Flominola was
Ml Ions and carried If guns. One
ef the quaint traditions still current
as to the sinking of the ship in the
smooth waters of the Tobennov attributes the disaster to the work or
the witches from the neighboring island Of Mull.
These, the story runs, appeared on
Ihe spars of the vessel in the form or
black cats and brought on the gale
which sunk her.
Aside from the traditions, It has
definitely been determined that the
Florencia is actually at the bottom of
the bay. The Argyll family began the
first search for the treasure about t
century after the visit of the Armada,
but since that time various attempts
have been made and brass cannons,
one of eleven feet in length and of
most elaborate workmanship with engraving attributing to the great
Cellini, money chests and stray
doubloons have been found.
While King Edward Is fond of win.
(his preference is old champagne)
none of the Indies of the royal household ever drink wine.
queen Alexandra never lonches wine at Ihe slnte
dinners she attends, drinking nothltiR
but her favorite mineral
water at
Bene-benut-

men Is.

o

and many other titled ladies are prohibitionists. So far as the royal family and the aristocratic women close
to the royalty are concerned, they can
never be included amongst the "smart
set" whose drinking habits Father
Vaughan recently roundly denounced
from his pulpit.
The Earl of Tankerville, who Married Miss Votl Marter of New York,
has reopened the lead nine
on ills
estate in Shropshire, In order to relieve the distress of the unemployed.
Lord Tankerville gives the men all the
profits of their work, taking only sufficient to pay the mineral license an
for the new machinery Installed.
One of the sights of the village
church in Sailheach Sundays Is to s
miners at service, which Lord
Tankerville himself conducts, preach
ing a brief, business-lik- e
sermon. Tie
Countess of Tankerville, who is a goon
singer, leads the choir.
For years the Earl and Countess
meet lags
conducted revival
have
throughout England. They are both
deeply religions and at one time It was
thought the titled couple might join
the Salvation Army.
Sir George and Lady Cooper are becoming notable figures in English
Lndy Cooper Is a sister of
James Henry Smith, of New fork,
the
who. with his sister. Inherited
millions left by "Silent" Smith, the r clues of the London Reform club.
Sir George's barontecy is new, being
the gift of the premier of the. receni
Tory government. It Will not be many
years, however, before Sir George is
promoted to the peerage, the haven 01
all successful and ambitious English
millionaires.
Sir George and Lady Cooper ire
Lodge, tnvernes- now at cienfeshie
shlre, Scotland, where they are entertaining numerous guests for grouse
and deer shooting. James Henry Smith
Is expected to visit
his sister this
month.
Cllenfeshle is one of ihe biggest
Shooting
estates ill Scotland. Sir
(ieorge Coper recently leased It from
that famous Scottish laird, the Mach-Intos- h
of Mackintosh, It contains
acres, all devoted to providing
game for a month's shooting for Sir
Qeorge and his guests.
Sir George and Lady Cooper have
a splendid town house in London and
,
Hursley Park,
a great country-househear Winchester. Here Sir Georg.'
plays at farming, having 4,000 acrtJB
under cultivation; while his herd of
prize cattle rivals Inbreeding an
value the king's.
The Coopers are feeling their way
ahead in London society slowly. It I
expected that before many seasons
they will be amongst Ihe most lavish
entertainers In London, rivalling the
Duke of Devonshire himself.
There are nearly a million paupers
in Enland and Wales, excluding Ireland and Scotland. The problem of
pauperism Is one of the most difficult
confronting the liberal government.
As the population of England and
Wales Is roundly about 34,000,000, the
number of registered paupers. 926,741.
gives an approximate percentage of
27 per 1,000, or about one In 37.
Of the D2C.731 paupers. 148.620 are
registered in London. The rate or
pauperism lo the total population of
the country grows steadily. The "unemployed" problem will be more is
HoS In London next winter than ever
before.
Parliament has not yet been able
successfully to deal with the general
problem of pauperism, nor with the
specific one of London. It Is probable
that parliament at the forthcoming
fall season will be compelled to adopt
some radica! measure to deal with
the menace of poverty for it has become a menace to the whole country.
Radicals hope that In Beeking to
mitigate the evil of poverty the unjust, feudal land laws of England will
Many economists attribbe reformed.
ute all of the woes of the "submerged
tenth" in England to the present oppressive land laws, which relieve the
land owners of their fair proportion
of the tax burden of the country, and
enables English and Imported millionaires to maintain vasi estates for
hunting purposes, preventing the cultivation of the land.
Scotland Yard is looking for a band
of thieves who accomplished one of
the most novel and daring forms of
theft recently committed.
The victim of the theft was an aristocrat. :i younger son of a duke, who
had been invited for a week's shooting at a millionaire's country house in
Yorkshire. When the aristocrat arrived at the house, he found that Ills
valet had been left behind somewhere
on the road to London.
His baggage,
lio ever, had arrived safely.
While dressing for dinner he recelv
ad a telegram from his valet saying
he had missed the train en route. A
moment later a servant entered, and
announced that he had been sent by
Ids host to look after the guest.
The new valet aided him lo dress
and retired.
After dinner the aristocrat thanked his host for his thought-fulnes- s
in sending the man to his
rooms. The host said he hadn't.
Investigation showed that Ihe aristocrat's baggage had been rifled an,
jewelry valued at $r,,P00 stolen. Scotland Yard detectives found that the
real valet hail missed his train; that a
gang or crooks had observed the Incident; had sent on a false valet, who
got Into the house easily and so to
the aristocrat's room, where he first
valeted and then robbed him.
The city of Nottingham has satisfactorily solved the problem lo abolish the dust nuisance created by
The hundreds of autom.
biles thai pass through
Nottingham
dally do so now without raising any
dust at all.
For the past three months the city
officials have been experimenting wil.i
ciltium chloride. Its use on the
streets and macadam roads has abolished the dust nuisance, and the cost
of the reform
is but a trifle
larger
than that of ordinary street watering.
The calcium chloride is dissolved In
the water that the carls sprinkle over
the streets and roads.
It has so greit
an affinity for moisture that it absorbs
the normal moisture In Ihe aliños-pherthus keeping the surface of ths
streets and roads always damp and
holding down the dust.
Nottingham's experience proves th.'t
a sprinkling once every three weeks is
sufficient to keep down the dust, no
matter how fast automobiles may be
speeded.
Rains do not wash away the
calcium chloride, In which respect .t
Is superior to the oil with which some
American roads are treated.
Nottingham finds thai the total cost
of keeping a
wide road fre
from dust by calcium chloride sprinkling Is about S.100 per mile per annum Including labor, water, chemicals
and cartage.
This estimate is base!
upon a monthly use of calcium chlor40,-00- 0

nuto-moblle- s.

--

The late Queen Victoria reared all
her .laughters nnd granddaughters as
ptohlbyionlsts.
Queen' Victoria .f
Spain doesn't know the taste of whin
or beer, her favorite tipple bel.i,
orangeudo.
Her mother, PiinceH
Henry of Kuttenhcrg, Is also a teetotaller, apil when she sufTers from
rheumatism, as she frequently does,
she detests to drink the Scotch whisky
the physician orders.
While the Prince of Wales, like his
father, the king, is fond of champagne
and Isn't averse lo the flavor of Scotch
whisky, the Princess of Wales taboos
all al oh. die beverages
The Princess
recently summarily discharged a governess who permitted her son. the little Prince Edward, In sip a glass of
claret at the gnvernoss's luncheon. The ide
This cost is too much for country
princess Is bringing up her children
roads, Nottingham finds, and so the
to taboo wine and all alcoholic beverages.
officials use a preparsllon of tar for
Princess Patricia of Cnnnought, an I binding a bin layer of gravel laid on
Ihe surface of Ihe macadam roads.
her sister, never taste wine, while
royal teetotaller l Ihe Duches This tar dressing keeps the dust down
on
the most travelled roads.
of Argyll. The Duchess of Sutherland
I
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Splendid Physique of Harvard
No
MURDER
Athletes
Match for
Crack Oarsmanship of BrDwellers on Red Sea Coast
Comes Out of Idaho Penitenitons from Cambridge!
' Keep
American Boat Boarded in
President of Cuba Weary of
Up
Fierce Guerilla
tiary Just in Time to Get
Open Sea by Armed Crew
Trying to Brtrtg Order Out
Wafare on Tioops of the
Nabbed by Sheriff From ENGLISHMEN EXHAUSTED;
of
Gunboat,
Who
Search
of Chaos Calls for Special
Sick Man,
Denver,
YANKEES FINISH FRESH
Vessel.
Session,
TO SUBDUE YEMEN

.i.siuiiiiii.iine,

miring

tn

past fifteen months it Is estimated that
50,000 of die Sultan's troops halve been
destroyed by battle and disease in the
fight the Turkish government is carrying on to subdue the Arabs in the Yemen.
The Yemen Is a Turkish village in
southwest Arabia, along the Hed se.i.
Recently It was the cause id a blue
dispute, nearly ending in war, with
England.
The Arabs never recognized the authority of the Sultan and have persistí
ently fought the Turks for years. They
maintain a ceaseless guerilla warfare
against the Sultan's troops. Little is
heard or printed of this despera. e
struggle, the cos) of which to the Sultan is enormous.
Some 50.000 troops have been lost
by battle, famine and disease within
the past fifteen months, and the drain
upon the Sultan's military forces Is
far from ended. The troops are all
sent from Turkey In Europe, as the
native Turkish troops in Syria an
Mes'opota mla are sympathizers
with
the Insurgent Arabs and are not to be
trusted.
The troops do not know their destination When the transports sail from
Turkish ports. They are given the
Impression thai they are going lo Macedonia
Despite the large forces now
in the Yemen, the Turks hold only the
shore forts and one or two strong positions In the Interior.
The Arabs are relentless In their
warfare and sweep Ihe interior constantly. This little known war is being watched closely by Ihe British an I
Italians, while Germany, which is now
Turkey's only friend among the European (lowers, keeps an eye on the progress of events.

ARRESTED

FOR

Boise, Ida . Sept. S The state today made no objection to the release
FA CTS WIRED TO THE
of Steve Adams, the witness In
tic
STATE DEPARTMENT Steunenberg ease, on the writ of habeas corpus issued yesterday on application of his uncle. John Millard. ,f
Demands
Immediate Action Raines, Oregon. Assistant Attorney
Snow appeared for the slate
for Protection of American General
,
and said the stale had no Objection to
Fishing .Boats While Out- the man being released if he wish ii
lo leave tiie penitentiary,
it had lodgside the Shore Limit.
ed no charge against him and he was
kepi in the institution with bis bill
Oalveston, Tex., Sept. g, The fish- e, msent.
The moment lie was released he WIS
ing smack Halteras, belonging to the
on a fugitive warrant sworn
Gulf Elsherles company of this city, arrested
out here by County Attorney Wools ii
reported here today from Mexico wa- on telegraphic instructions from She:
ters where her commander stales he Iff Alexander Nesblt, of Denver. Tic
was held up by a Mexican gunboat, dispatch staled that Adams was wanted for the murder of Lyte Gregory, in
August 25.
that city on May 15, 1004. and a warWhile seven miles off Triangular rant bad been issued for his arrest. An
reef in the middle of ihe Gulf of Cam- officer with requisition papers would
peche, armed Mexican marines board- leave Denver not later than Mondav.
ed the American boat and ordered the Ihe Sheriff added, tin the fugitive warcaptain to show his papers and also i rant. Justice Dunbar held Adams, selopen his hatches and display part of ling tile time for the hearing on Mon2 p. m.
i he county attorne..
his cargo of fish which
had
be u day al
Caughl in tile open sea on tile passage gave notice in- would then ask for a
two
days if the Denver
of
continuation
down to the banks for a full cargo of
fish. The captain ,,f the Halteras WflS Officer were not there.
much agitated When the war vessel
gave orders to lay to. as he was a IMPORTANT STAR ROUTE
great distance outside the shore limit
CHANGES IN TERRITORY
and under full sail for the fishing
.

t

banks,
Manager Munn, of the tiulf Fisheries company, wired the state departThe Morning Journal Bureau. )
1229 Pennsylvania Ave.. N. W.
ment requesting Immediate action for
the protection of American vessels
Washington, D. C, Sept. S.
while fishing In the open sea or proWillis D. Bennett has been commisceeding to and from Ihe fishing waters sioned postmaster at San Juan, Quay
county. Xcu Mexico. San Juan is a
newly established postoffice,
The star mail route will after
in omit Bandoval
between
Bernalillo and Cuba, New Mexico, de
creasing the service a distance of eight

MAKES
THE Sl'LTAN A HERMIT
Constantinople, Sept. 8.- - During h's
recent illness the Sultan relaxed his
hatred of physicians and allowed them
to be udm'tted to his royal presence.
miles.
Usually the sultan gets his medical adOn the same date the star route Service from some servant who has Invice Will be increased t wenly-- t wo m los
formed a physician of his master's
distance between A Ihuqucrque and
symptoms. Even in his present IllPerca, supplying Sandoval, between
ness one Armenian physician was conAlameda and Jemes.
sulted by a chamberlain at his own
The new schedule of malls on the
house and the advice conveyed to the
route between Iteruallllo ani
star
disease,
hemaThe
Sultan's
Sultan.
Cuba after September III will be
turia, is not dangerous under constant
Leave Iternalillo on Monday.;,
medical care hut the Sultan's hatred
Wednesdays and Fridays at t a. m.,
of physicians makes his case more
and arrive at Cuba on Tuesdays.
grave than ordinary.
Thursdays and Saturdays by 5 p. m.;
The Sultan when indisposed
leave Cuba on Mondays, Wednesdays
a hermit of the most rigorous
and Fridays at 7 a in., and arrive it
type. He shuts himself up In the haBemallllp on Tuesdays. Thursdays and
rem that is to say the part of the ro
by 7 p. in.
Saturdays
royal
family
for
the
palace
reserved
al
anil only the chief of his royal attend
ants niav approach and communicate MORE EVIDENCE TURNED
with him.
UP BY INVESTIGATORS
Three Victima f Collision.
TWO
8.
Sept
Va
W.
Wheeling,
persons were klled and ten injure,!
Jacksonville. III.. Sept. 8. Judg
In a head-o- n
collision of a passenger President of Busted PhiladelOwen T. Thompson, aid Millard
miles
train at Woodland, twenty-fou- r
Fillmore Dunlap, today Issued statephia Concern Appropriated ments
south of here, on Ihe Ohio river didenying the charges made
Ohi
vision of the Baltimore and
ill National Commltt.-eagainst
them
torailroad today. The trains came
on Two Notes man Sullivan's rejoinder to William 3,
$698,000
over
a
Fish creek.
bridge
gether on
Bryan's recent speech at Chicago In
Richard Parsons and Kdward Wan-1- ,
by Using Mythical Names,
addition Messrs. Thompson and Dun-lafiremen, are dead and Engineer
accuse Sullivan of vinous pollll-ca- l
Dillon is fatally injured.
crimes.
Philadelphia, sen:. I. .Additional
Increase in Hio (.ramio Earnings.
S.
The annual evidence as to the methods employed RESERVOIRGIVES WAY;
New York. Sept.
report of the Denver and Hio Grande by Frank II. Hippie, the suicide presiDAMAGE IS $300,000
railroad for the year ending June 30, den) of the wrecked Real 'Estate
shows gross earnings of ll9.SSt.ll6. Trust company were revealed today
The Increase over the previous year by the state and county investigators.
is $2,054,1106.
The net earnings were The district attorney round two notes,
DurangO
Mexico. Sept. 8. The
I". 581. 43, an Increase of $519.3117. one for Sl'.r.. 000, und the other for breaking of a great irrigating reserto
was
The
$633.000.
note
llrst
year
made
The surplus for the
after the
voir on the Santa Catalina del Alamo
Daymen! Of dividends and expenses J. W. Be h Warts and the collateral plantation yesterday killed one man,
411.000
was
Interof
named
shares
the
w ashed
new
equipment
and
betterments
for
four houses and eausi ,1
was $156.N3'J. a decrease of $121,608. national Match company and 48,000 damage estimated at $300,1100.
The new equipment and betterments shares of Washington. Alexandria and
COgl $1.150.000, an increase of $N66,-87V F A DO Til (I AMfi
Mount Vernon Rlectric railway comLnlto wtu niip
pany. The oilier note bore the name I J
enHell,"
of "11. A.
and the collateral
NEVER"
WASHED HIMSELF
against it was lf.0.000 shares or
LUZON, INSURRECTION
v tered
Ihe .New Alexandria Land and Hiver
menl company.
NIPPEMN THE
Home. Sept. X. There Is a chemist
my opinion that there are no
who lias
such persons as J. W. Schwartz and aj (lelsomino. near Florence,
obtained reputation or notoriety, in a
Hell,"
A.
J.
said
Mr.
Hell.
"At
least
Manila, Sept. S. ihe governor of I
which few of us
have been unable to discover their remarkable manner,
the province of Hocos N'orte Luzon. addresses
would care to Imitate. HignOr Frel-erlc- o
they
or
evidence
that
an:'
constabulary,
In
with the
Cerboni Is a hale gentleman of
wbllh they are
has discovered an incident insurrec- exist. Theto collateral
have furnished is worth- 7.1 summers, guy, affable and honortion, and has arrested 150 of the con- purported
able He Is a man of education and
spirators, who were under the leader- less.
his boast is that
"I believe that Hippie took the Intelligence, and yet Himself.
Apparently money
ship of two
Nelth T
his own use and entered he has never washed
for
has the bogus collateral with the mythi- soap nor water have, since his euriv
this wholesale Imprisonment
crushed the movement.
cal names to deceive 4he Trust com- childhood, come near the skin of Ce.
All the preparations have been com- pany officials.
This theory Is sup- bonl. He revels in Ihe dirt of Hire.
l
peted for Ihe inauguration of
by the fact, which I learned quarters of a century and he does- it
ported
govJames F. Hmlth, now vice
today,
Hippie always paid the witli absolute conviction, believing
ernor general, us governor general, interest that
on these loans himself. There that it Is the road to health and loo;
September 20. The veterans of the Is no record of any interest having life, and hoping by this means M
army have offered him the splendid been received from Hchwartss or ML" rene h his centenary. What Is worse.
compMmenl of escorting him
from
that he is making disclpcs
Particular attention Is now being It is said
the palace to the city hall. Numerous paid
to the possible liability, criminal in his neighborhood.
muheorom Filipino political parlies
civil, of the directors of the Instiare indulging in oratorical spasms, and
Hon ling lloo lion-- .
Mr.
tution. Regarding tills,
Hell
protesting against thee proposed sep said
Oklahoma City, Sept. 8. The conmet here
aration of the Island of Mindanao, and
"Up to tonight I hove found no ab- centratedIn order of Hoolioos
annual ,, invention which
the ultimate creation of a territorial solute evldem
f criminality, so far today
government upon It. similar to that or as the directors are concerned. This will continue unll next Wednesday.
a United States territory, as advocated
members are
not mean, however, thai such ev- Over twoto thousand
Haltlmore, Den
by the American settlers on the Island does
attend.
Is not In existence.
one
idence
Hut
ver, Niagara Falls and Cleveland are!
nnd by William J. Hryan.
thing Is certain, If we And such evi- asking
for the next year's convention
The executive secretary today re- dence you may rest assured that prosland each lias an enthusiastic delega-- ,
ceived a report that 3,000 Filipinos ecutions will follow."
.
Hon here.
had assembled at Cogayan de Misam-iscapital of the province of Mlsamls,
TCxpcricnoc.
Prcnohcr's
Peculiar
Mindanao, to protest against the ruNewark. N. J. Sept. 8. Rev Oscar 'AMATEUR ATHLETES
more 'separation.
The officials ad- H. Brauns, pastor of Ihe First Gervised them to attend to the cultivation man Lutheran
DON'T REACH RECORDS;
church,
of their farms and to cease unwar- yesterday before he began announced
the funerranted agitation.
al services over the body of Miss
New York. r.ept. 8. The senior
Frances I,orna Wadsworth that he
Trolley Une.
would preach nearly as posslblo the track and field championships of the
Chicago, Sept. 8. Elaborate cere- same sermon which he delivered In a Amateur Athletic union of th United
monies attended the turning of the dream two months ago.
He said Slates were decided today on the
first shovel of earth, three. miles south that Just two months prior to the
Island grounds o' the New York
of a Ports. Ind.. Saturday, by Pres- drowning in the surf of Miss Wnds-wortAthlete club. No new records were
ident Alexander C. Miller, in the connone
was sven
at Bradley Beach, he dreamed estunllshed and
struction of the Chicago and New that she was before htm dead, and equalled.
York Rlectrlc Air Line railway. The he preached a funeral sermon from
The polnl trophy wns won by thr
company purposes to build an electric the text,1 "He ready, also."
rli an Athletic club. With
He re Irlsb-Aoline between Chicago nnif New Ynrk. Isled the dream lo his wife the fol- pnlnts, Ihe New York Athletic club
.o miles long.
lowing day.
being second with 38.
HIS SICKNESS
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COLLATERAL OF
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FAKED
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Winners Two Lengths Aheau
INSURGENTS ARE BUSY
at End of One of Most SurCUTTING DOWN WIRES
prising Races Evei Rowed

Thames,

on

Insula! Government Pressing
Armored Trains and Ma
PUtt)ey, Kngland, Sept. K. Today's
boat race between the reus of Harre
Guns Into Reuuisi- vard and Cambridge
universities.
which was won by Hie Englishmen
Against Rebels,

by two lengths,
was probably the
most
surprising ever rowe.l on the
Havana. Sepi. s. l'resnleni Palm
Thames, not so much on account ol
the result as the way in Which it was tonight issued a call for a special
run.
session of congress to convene on
Cambridge, as lias been feared by September 14, and
consider the disHarvard and hoped for by the Englishmen, got away the better, secur- turbed condition of the country and
ing a lead which they increased to incisures for enoing the situation.
three lengths before Hammersmith The president Is weary of the combridge was reached. Hotli crews, us plicated
situation and is anxious to
they went under the bridge. were
rowing steadily at L'S strokes to the divide the responsibility with con
minute, neither apparently exerting gross.
itself. Suddenly Harvard commenced
Th, principal features of the revoll
power,
and although
lo use more
Cambridge already had the race won toda) were attempts by the Western
and bad the advantage of water con- railway to gel irains to Pinar del
ditions, the latter was compelled t" Rio, and the advancement of an arincrease their stroke o Ii irty-- t bree ami mored train with machine guns and
Docrew,
tioops to in
finished a tired worn-omntry now occupied
naldson was ready to collapse, anil py the Insurgents. Wire communicanearly
tion,
was
by
Closebrookes, in the bow,
both
railway and government
as had. The remainder of the crew lines was cut repeatedly further east
paddled the boat to tile landing stage. tonight, and neither the railway nor
The Harvard men, on the other hand, the government is able to communiapparently were quite fresh and took cate beyond Paso Heal, two miles
their boat across, the river at a brisk Best of pinar del Hio city.
The armored train which returned
rate.
ICnglliii experts say there is but one to Palacios Friday
night, started
explanations. for the result, that of su- west from l'aso Heal.
Hetween I.a
periority of English oarsmanship and llerrandura and Concolaelon .e
of Ihe English stroke. Harvard was Sur it encountered reviilnt innlmu 1,,,
one of tile tinea! crews physically ever ine result ol Hie engagement Is nut
it is thought however, that
seen on the river, hut was unable to known,
overcome that training which English the troop train got through to the
oarsmen receive from childhood. The viiinlty of Puerta Onlpe. where tWo
Cambridge crew, too, had In Stuart ...... r .1 iijiu in luges were blown ii
one of the best strokes England has ibis morning.
Four hundred
produced. It also had Ihe advantage
left
Havana thi
of choice of side, but those who know nioining In
with the mathe river best lay th's was little In chine gun corps In an endeavoi
to
their favor with the tide and wind as reach Colonel Avallos at Pinar del
Hio.
were
today.
they
and another machine tun bat-- a
'I,..-,- .
The crowd which lined the banks lery star ei lor Suit,.
1,.
I rom
Putney to Mortlake. massed on armored train, which Is taken to In- bridges, roofs and balconies and di, ate that tiie irovti-mn- .
J
weighing down the branches of trees.
regard the claim thai
as a record
gathering tor receñí the
''unofficial
would
years. To estimate the number of mean a recognitionarmistice"
of belligerency.
persons who witnessed the contest
The veterans who are now searchwould he impossible, but they Stretch- ing for a peaceful settlement profess
ed In unbroken strings for four and that Ihe Santa Clara and
Havana
one-hamiles on either side of the Insurrectionists are ready to quit and
river,
turn against Oucrrn, If he does not
show a similar tendency.
Hut
the
conduct of C.uerra. and especially the
HERMAN YACHT WINS
FOURTH OF ROOSEVELT SERIES attitude of ti,,, liberals in Havana
ure members and adMarblehead, Mass., Sept. X. In a who suposeilly
of th,. revolutionary
Junta
hard fought contest over a windward visers
preclude
the
possibility thai peuee is
ami leeward course tiie German yachl at
hand.
Wannssee won today's race, the fourth
A permanent veterans' pence
1
of the series for the Itoosevelt cup.
constituted today. II InThe American yacht Auk. was defeat- cludes was
t
eneráis
Meiiocal,
Notlarse.
ed for second place on the final run Cebreeo,
lo the finish run by the Caramba. The and PedroHccio. Agramonte, Mollnet
and Colonel La.o.
The
Illinois won by the Wannssee were
rK;"'
'nd
cigarette manufacturlessened only by the fact that the ara,
and
twenty-liv- e
their
thousand
American yachl Vim, twice a victor men
in the Hire previous races, withdrew vana, and women employed In Haare
awakening
to
an
appreciafrom the contest because she fOUM tion of the consequences
of
bethe Caramba at the start.
ing no tobacco crop in pinar there
del hi,..
Ihe number of persons mot
Ums
TENn7s
t

I

ut

11

lf

com-1,11-

TWO

CHAMPIONS

DEFEND

THEIR TITLES

,
Cincinnati, Sept.
Fully 3.000
persons witnessed the championship
e
games in the
tennis lourn
here today.
The cha pious,
Miss May Sutton and Heal C. Wright.
Successfully defended their tilles.
Wright defeated Hubert l.eroy of
New York, and 111 so doing won th"
governor's bowl, he having won the
championship three times consecuhi-stat-

111

tively.

DEVLIN TANGLE FINALLY
AMICABLY SETTLED
Topeka. Kan., Sept. H. An amicable division of property
valued nt
$0.300. 000 belonging to Ihe estate of
the bite Charles J. Devlin, was arranged today between the trustees of
the Devlin estate and Ihe receiver of
Ihe failed First National bank of
The bank will receive properly
valued at about $300,000 as its share,
which win make possible the payment
in full of all depositors, according to
Receiver Jumes T. Hradley, of the In-

per
stitution. Dividend totals of
cent have already been paid by the
receiver, and (he remaining 15 per
cent will be paid In three separate divisions at an early date, thus closing
up the affairs of the hank, which
failed in July. I80f,.

"KING OF "PACERS"

DAN

PATCH SMASHES RECORD
Hig HrnwM

Means

y,

Horse shows He is lly No insisted.
Has. Hi en by Doing

l:U.

WHEAT0N"CARRiES OFF
GOLF CHAMPIONSHIP
Patch

It. Paul. Sept. Sept. 8. Dan
demonstrated his right to the title of
"King of Pacers" at the state fair
grounds this afternoon by breaking
the world's record held by himself.
The mile was paced In 1:11 Mat. clipping a quarter of a second off the record estuhllrtied at Iexlngton last sea
son. Thp big brown horse ttnlshcri
strong, many unnfllelal watches catchh
ing the time
of a second
faster than the Judges' announcement.
The record was smashed In the llrt
one-'ourt-

ni. a

11 11

a

Mile hi

in

directly employed In the Havana factories. With their dependents. Is estimated 10 approach
hundred
thousand.
The factories use ,,nl
linar del Rio ,ini Havana tobacco
Ihe Havana factories must, unless
ihe insurrection ends soon, suspend
work rtetl summer
Mr a year or
more, or
the crop
year hence Is available. planted
It Is certain that the best tobacco regions
never heroic were so tied up bv 1
revolution,
The Western railway this evening
received a telegram fn.m Paso Real
saying that
hand commanded bv
tin
brothers was still holding
up the.i. armored
troop train between Herradura
and Consolación
'hi sur. and that llrlng was continuing.
Avallos' Troops Surrounded.
A dispatch
adds that Colonel Avallos troops In Pinar del Hio city are
Undoubtedly surrounded.
The Associated Press correspondent
líe., telegraphs that country-me" Pasreport
that there was
boms' lighting this evening bv thre
m
chine gun bstlerles and Insurrectns
between Herradura and Consolación
del Mir and also between Colonel Avallos force, which came on
Pinar del HI,., and Insurgents from
neir
onsolaclon del Hur.
Thev assert
Colonel Avallos camped Friday night,
al I licita Culpe and moved eastward
today. The statements of Ihe e
Irv
men however, have not been authenticated.
The mayor of Ouoybal. neur duan-Jahas Joined the insurgents.
l.
npanled by seventeen men
ol the rural guard who deserted
it Is learned tonight that Hnenker
rreyre Andrade and Carlos
Zalado
former secretary of state, strongly
opposed the extra session of congress
but President palina and the cabinet

HI
Louis. Sept.
.
Handicapped
by being three down nt Ihe end of
the morning round, D. E. Sawyer or
the Wheaton Golf Club, of Chicago,

relentlessly pressed his opponent snd
after carrying the match an extra hole
won the amateur golf championship
Of the Western Qolf
association frtim
his fellow townsman. Warren
Wood, Homewood. O. C. 3 up. on Ihe
Olen lv ho club links tudav.

l.
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In the world, is In
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of collaps-

ing unlets enormous amount of monto make ni
BUNCH OF FANS
art
'. realpair. Thf Spanish Knvernmiiit
lows an amount of 4V000 pesetas an- nuully to keep the ;.alu,
In repair
but this ia far from suffb lent and the
Spanish parllami'iit will not Increase
AGAINST
the appropriation.
The old aeiue-duct- s
built by the Moors, centuries
GROCERY
ato. are broken In many ula.es and
the Water is undermining the founda- lions of the palace so that tbe walls
YEAR
SANFA FE
have crack- - 4 throufh and through In
many place.
"Good Thin oslo Eat"
- uk in (?reat need of money th I
coiiuulttee elected by the board of illrectors to look after the repairs re
Intense Heat of French Capi-'f'n'l'r:- ip
w,";,hur Two
Expected to
Hundred
tu upplv
j.
Mr.
l'lerpont
Morgan,
whose
love of
tal Scares Away the Tourist art is well known In Spain,
Accompany
Team to the
for assistance, but this was strongly opposed bjr
and the Landlord Will Go several
Ancient City This Morning
memlicrs of the ommittee.
The question Is now being widely dls-- i
Broke,
are again on the market and
usseil w ith hot arguments all over
to See Double-Heade- r,
Spain and it is Imponible to say what
we are receiving the choicest
the outcome will be.
Variety grown in southern CaliThe famous architect. Mariano
Two hundred people are expected
AMERICANS SPEND
We receive EVERY
fornia.
who Is a specialist In oriental to go to Santa Fe with the Rrowns toPAY
FRESH
SHIPMENTS DIMONEY MOST LAVISHLY ST
.ES&S day to sec the game with Santa Fc.
RECT from the patches In lead
disgusted with the difficulties In The fans have been attracted by the
orates.
procuring me money for work ab- prospect of two games of base ball
Place your orders early eacn
necessary, that he has handed for one
Paiisian Sticks to Top Hat in solutely
low
verv
admission
the
and
in ills nslgnatlon and the committee
day as the supply is limited.
round trip rate of $2.
The regular
Sweltering Weather
Th now looks Tor another archlu ct.
round trip rate to Santa Fe is a lit-- I
Avenue de I'Opera is "up" and tie more than $fi and a good many
Spanish People Would Save It The
is quite on the tapis that
Io n people are going to take advantage of
fashionable Parisians return from the rate.
Famous Alhambra.
Vichy and Mentdore they will huvc
In the mornimr Santa Fc will nl.TV
the agreeable surprise of finning th,. Antonlto. Col., and a Special train on
famous thoroughfare
nlanled with! the Denver Í Rin Orande will brine
l'aul Vllller.)
in a big crowd from Ihe north.
uvw
In
aiivii, ai any rale, is tbe proParia, Sept. 8. Everything and ev ject of one of Ihe chief engineers of the ufterno.011 the itrowns and the
Roth free stone and cling stonj
city, M. .Mazerolle, and It Is being Santa Fe team will play.
to body seem to have conspired the
now at their prime and If
are
dis, ussed by the leading shop keepers
The excursion train will leave Al
i
.list the 1'arlslan hotel owner and
you are going ;
preserve or
and
business
people
7 o'clock
buquerque
of
morning
this
neighborat
the
'
lop keeper this summer, so that
hood.
pickle some don' delay longer,
will reach Santa Fe at 11. Re-- !
and
id of reaping a harvest of gold, lie
Opinion! are divided, for while most turning the train leaves at 7 o'clock.
Place your order.-prlO- with us. Uolii
must thank his lucky tara If he pull consider that It would add greatly to reaching Albuquerque at 11.
and quality aic the best.
the
beauty
and attractiveness of the
Through without running Into debt.
It Is Worth Wiille.
First of all. the summer has been Sjtreet, some folks consider that It
so hot that even the souls in Inferno would detract from the perspective of
It Is worth while to look Into the
would feel relieved to gi t back to that the opera, which makes It one of the merits of the Loose Loaf System pf
place after an excursion to Mm me- handsomest thoroughfares In Paris.
keeping accounts.
Special form- tropolis of the world. The result lias
ruled to suit your particular line of
IN
Thi director of the morgue here is Muslin IS. A phone message vjli
been that ever body who could possiscandalized at the behavior of the Bring samples and prices to your;
bly get away, left Pails for the
and the usual irowd of tourists American and English tourists who desk.
Auto phone 128.
was much smaller than during the visit the place. lie says Lhav have an- II. s. Llthgou A ( o.
years,
und moat of those who parently no sense of leverencc in tin Bookbinders,
last few
Journal building,
presence
ame were of a cluse which doesn't
of the dead, and trial the
rpend much money and whb h la lath- corpses as if they were a freak
NOTICE.
er unwelcome, to say the least.
show.
W. II. EJoyle, for six years in the
We are growing every day ln
In Paris ll Is the custom for nun decorating department
The only welcome guests have, In
of Marshall
Every day are
this department,
fact, been the Americans, who as the of all reilgiousdeaomlnationa whatever Field's, of Chicago, Is with
ft
goods
more
make
j'.irlslui says, hnve the "Pifo faciie," to remove their hats in the presepci Co.. until after the fair. If Stacy
and they are
you aro.
that Is, who are accustomed to pay of a corpse, or when a heurse goes by, going In the big parade have Stacy
always sold. The, e is a reason
high prices and give large tips. As a but lu ihe morgue ihe tourists keep do your signs ami decorátUig.
V
for this. It is Ql AL1TY.
matter of fact, the Ameró an is now their hats on, giggle and chatter and
Floats designed ami built.
guarantee Ihe qui lity of every
ihe only "tourist of first quality." behave in the most outrageous fash-IoOnly Union sign shop in town, trj
since the faniuunKusslan princes are
article made by us t be as go.
cvii miking vulgar Jokes about
liothlng but a memory.
the dead bodies.
T
os pure Ingredients and Skilled
?
?
f f
Time. are hard in the umpire (f the
What part of this paper drl you
labor can make it. (live us a
znr and the Russian who throws rouDeadheads are so numerous in tin nipoose Is the most Interesting to
trial in this department.
bles out of the windows and who subsidized theaters of Prance .such as person who Is eacerlv looking 'orthea
Our
breaks up china and glassware In the lh,
goods will surely please you.
Pranculs,
Udeu, the furnished room o'- coordine; place?
the
Is your ad in that part of the paper?
night cafes merely tot the pleasure Of Opera and he Opera ComlqUe
Try our Krack Kroam llread
ihe thing, has entirely disappeared. these playhouses can never makethata
Also our Fancy Layer Cakes
we
now see in this city profit.
The Russians
Every kind of laugh at Elks' opera
ore pale revolutionists who live on
Jelly Rolls
house Tuesday night. The occasion is
The yearly subsidy paid to
Olsixty francs, that is about Si:, a era ContiqUe Is 40.000 dollars the
Cream Puffs
a year the production of LOVERS AND LUmonth and who even out of this small but this spin is more than
Squalled by NATICS, under the auspices of the V.
'hocolate Squares
mnount save something for the manu- the tickets claimed as a light by polX. M. Athletic association.
Coffee Cakes
facture of bombs.
Deputies not contení with
itician.
Tin- I'Jngilshman
Is not stingy, but insisting upon seats for themselves,
Ill Y VOI R SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Cinnamon Rolls, etc.
he is never extravagant.
Taking all are in the habit of asking for ihem for
l
STAOTONEIIY AT THE P. J.
the year around, he is fur the best their constituents, so that at Ihe end llorsTON co.
NEW STOCK
MM:
i ustomer because
he comes bv the of the season there Is always a delleil TO SELECT FROM.
IhousandH aud leaves behind him a for the house.
goodly number of guinea. The "anThe same pructlce obtains in the
Notice lor Publication.
il Me cordlale"
has indeed been a province-- ; where the theater
manager Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug-- I
The
Grocery Co.
boon to .the Parisian.
is the seiv.uit of the municipality . 80
ust 23. 1906.
The Hermans are on the other side many seats are extractedlfroro
Notice is hereby given that the fol- the un"Good Things to Eat"
anything but welc omc, not because of happy manager tli.it ii may be
lowlng-name- d
has filed notice
the hatred against their nation, but that the subsidy ruins the theater. said of his Intention settler
to make final proof !n '
because they give the impression that
Mall Orders Filled Same Day
support of his claim, and that said
ihey come to Paris mainly to save moas Received.
In a sensational article published in proof will be made before the United
ney, and the Parisian shopkeeper who
States court commissioner at San Rais an expert in saving monev himself the French press, I. Hughes le Roux, fael, N. II., on October 5, 1904, viz:
Is thoroughly disgusted
with other the celebrated lecturer ami explorer Melquíades T. Otero, for the SE
people who have the same habit.
who spent many mouths in the land N'K M . X ft, SKU, and XE U SW 4
Therefore, he loves the American of the Negus,
L'4, T. 10 X., R. S V.
declares that he has dis- .See.
MOJlMWl JOURNAL
belter than any other man living, for covered
He names the following witnesses to
,,:
WAXT ADS
(he
trace
the
remarkable prove his continuous residence upon,
the American who comes to Paris for
BRJNG RESULTS.
tiny other purpose than to get rid of book. "The True History of Ihe Queen and cultivation of, said land, viz: Jose
ns much of his money as possible, of sheba," according to which Emper- A biela, .lose Antonio Sandoval,
believes that his direct deIDEAL uk.w.tu RESORT.
still remains to be found.
Plgueroa,
This or Meiieilh
from the friend of .Solomon is Cubero, X. gt, Pablo Lucero, all of
doesn't
To rent for a term or years, the
Mr.
Rockefeller, scent
who since his visit here, is held In proven.
new anil beautiful resiilcnco property.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
The precious volume disappeared
(Teat contempt but he is after all
oontninliiK
about twenty rooms, In ih"
years
ago. and is believed by the
only one exception which proves the Some
Hurst Ideation In the valley, about one
entourage
of Mem.lik to have fallen
011
rule.
are invited to at end
mile from the city limits on the Lock-maThe
Fall
The new danger which threatens Into the hands of R sanliiif Monks.
opening
in
our
ranch. Attractive grounds and
Few
people
who
visit the populated
.Millinery Department.
the prosperity of all and which would street,
surroundings.
Monday
AUo ten additional
parts
well-keof
O
of
and
ihe
entirely change the appearance
Afternoon and Evening.
rooms In SOntlgUdOC cottages If desirof and
industrious
little
In
towns
E
Parla, emanated from the government
the
Til
ECONOMIST.
ed. Ample Stable and outbuildings.
department or the Seine would imagMusic.
which In Its wlsd
Apply on premises or address Mrs
Souvenir.
has declared that
Very frenchman must have one duy'.s ine th t this department Is wealthy in
Hi.ry Lockhart. AlbuQueraue, X. M. tf
ami horticultural
life
rest nut of every .seven, and that all agricultural
it is highly eprcseiita-o- f
afe and shops and terracel should Agriculturally
t hi
national Industry,
lie cloSed on Sundays.
The
reports
latest
oreseiiled In It.
No one cm Imagine Paris without
Ruau, the minister
of agriculture,
lis cafe with theh gay throngs, sip- show
In
that
alone there are
ping
and books on Sunday 116.91 j horses, Paris
ass.-and mules, but
afternoons, and owners of the great
world renowned cafes on Central bou- what is still more surprising is that
19,fi.17
are
oxen
and milking
levards who regard Sunda as their
and I,, "Hi sheep and goats,
weekly harvest day are slreououaly
All these animals pasture on Ihe
opposing the new regulation, ami Slopes
of the forllfh a'tions and In tbe
OF
they have the cordial support of theii
pal
natters and employes foi who bene- capliks of the suburbs nf purls. The
possesses
also
1.1132 pigs. While
fit the Sunday law was framed.
The outcome will probably I an there ire BtOXS than Ü0O.OOO fowls.
dink.
turkeys.
and
Arrangement, whereby the large establishment will comply with the law PjUa '
'rum a Burn Promptly RoUeyeil
by allowing their wallets a day off in
lu Chamberlaui's Pali ;:alin.
.rotation.
A little child of .Micbiici
At Albuquerque In the Terrltoey, ol New Mexico, at this
Strauss, f
Vernon. Conn., was reoentiy In freut
A pmpos of the unusual heat here
close of Business, September I. 1006,
this summer. It has not been hot pain from a burn on the hand, anil a- enough to make the true Parisian cold applications only increased the
RESOURCES.
give up his top hat. without which In Inflammation. Mr. Strauss aams to Mr.
Loans and Discounts
Sl.725,213 . 0"
rould not Imagine himself walking the James x. Nichols, a bical merchant,
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
S4.4M.13
fur Something in stop the pain. M"
tit reels.
c.
s. Bonds to secure circulation
imio.ooo.uo
'i advised him to u
In an effort to show how foolish the Nichols saya:
U. S. Bonds to secure C. .S. Deposits
IllO.OOO.OU
'liiimlii Iain's Pain Halm, and th- wearing of this
load tirst
Bonds, securities etc
t6lss7.l2
application drew nut the Intent-magear is in a tropical temperature,
a
bouse,
Banking
furniture,
mid fixtures....
38,500.00
.uní gave Immediate relief.
young Paris physician wore a recordOther
real
estate
owned
3,1,000.00
ing thermometer Inside his hat dur- have used this liniment myself and
Due iriim National Rinks (not reserve agts
171,308.31
N command it very often for oats,
ll
ing Ihe hot weather and sent the
Due from Slate Ranks and Rankers . . . fi. .
54.5D0.Di
of the experiment to the Academy burns, strains and lams buck, and
Due from approved reserve agents
fi04.147.4j
of Music, in tpe early morning when have never known it to disappoint."
Checks and other cash items
6.831.40
the doctor Was walking in the iiols dc Knr sale by all druggists
Exchanges for clearing house
38,422.4s
Xloulogio
while the temperuture was
Notes of other National Ranks
72,120.00
or luMRh r
rVsctlonal paper currency, nickels, and
ii degrees, the instrument inside the CERTIFICATE
HEALTH K HOARDING SAMPLES
hat recorded U0. At noon when the
eents
1,240.47
Ol
Vi l li I'ROM
M
w
. ,
outside an was M, the temperature IñLawful Money Reserve In Rank, viz:
JERNEV DAIRY.
ude the hat was 116. During the
le
$120.253.00
In connectlnn with the recent report
Legal-tendwhole lime of the experiment,
the
notes
4t.noo.no 104,253. on
lowest ti mperature recorded by th" of the city physician on the typhoid
Redemption fund with I '. S. Treasurer (,"
Ihermoinotcr was Ss degrees on a very situation, in connection with the reper cent of circulation)
io.ooo.no
tool evening when a cool bréese port of a Las Vegas sspsii mi certain
brought tin temperatura down to 6. samples "f water taken faoSB a well Bj
TOTA1
$3,201,021.77
the Matthews' dairy, the Albuquerque
Amere a will not be ihe only coun- bnarii of health yesterday Issued lh
LIABILITIES,
a
try which will celebrate the hundredth following statements,
together srlth
Capital stock paid In
$
20n.000.00
anniversary of the birth of Robert tin- run report nf city chemist I'rnf
Surplus fund
50.000.00
Fulton with tie election of a statue; Sor John uvinziii, srlth ths rsquei
Undivided profits, less expenses and taxes
akso here In France it is the intention that all be made public:
PgW
r,9,366.43
to pave a statue of the Inventor of
Albuquerque, N M Sept.
ltinK.
National Rank notes outstanding
200,000.00
!
pi
The following rcpnrt of the oily
in a conspicuous
hue to other National Ranks
263,862.50
place.
chemist regarding examination el in- Due tn State Ranks and I:. inkers
I4, 0till.il
Ud wells Is published
The "Ligue
In ordl i
Maritime Franenlso" s
lmllvldu.il deposits subject to check .... .1135,30!) . 2".
has taken the initiative and proposes that tbe pqMIe may know thai all
Time certificates nf deposits
1,0.15,413.51
not only lo erect a statu of Fulton
are being taken and In In Certified checks
f(t4M.?4
near the Champ, Klysees, bul also to Ilea tn nil parsons concerned, we likeCashier's checks outstanding
17,944. 4
commemoiai. i ti anniversary by an wise append a certificate given by
United Slates deposits
44,042.22
Intornutlonui expostttaa in this city Prpf Weliizlrl tn .Mr James K M i:
Deposits of C. S. disbursing officers ....
53Í920.17
next year. In asking for subscripthee s
Reserved for taxes
12,000.00
tions for tin monument, the president
JOHN c PEARCK) K.
th-says
league
of tbe
thai although
Member llnard nf Health
1
TOT A I
$3,201,021.77
JAMES II WTROTH, M D
real Inventor of the steamboat wus nti
American, It should not be forgotten
Territory of New Mexico. County of Bernalillo, ss:
Member Board of Health.
I. "Yank McXee, Cashier of the above-name- d,
that Fulton was inspired by the exFRANK M KKK. Mayor.
bunk,
periments, now almost forgotten, of a
D. U CARNS. M. D
do solemnly swear that the above statement In true
to the best nf my knowledge and belief.
Frenchman Jouffroy d'Abbans, and
Alhuquergue, X. M Sept.
not.
suggests that the monument for Ful- To 'Whom It May Concern:
FRANK M'KEK, Cashier.
ton be In the form of a column hearThis Is tn certify that I have taken
lOBBECT Attest
M. W. PLOITHNOY.
ing at the top a likeness of the Amer- tin s (I) samples of water from Ma
amln-o- t
A. It. M'MILLBN,
ican Inventor, and resting on a square thews' Jersey dairy ahd have
base with portrait medalllona In reII. F. RAYNOLD8.
them for typhoid contamination
lief of Denis Papin and Jouffroy All were found to be free of such conDirectors.
d'Abbans.
Subscribed to and sworn before me this 7th dny of
tamination.
1906.
R, h. PtCKAsTD,
BPt,
JOHN WEINSIRL,
Oily chemist and Uaetcrinloglst.
The people of el pain are fighting a
Notary Public.
Aght
their
pride
Anpruved:
between
national
hard
JAMIW II. WROTH.
and their love of one of the grandest
buildings in the world, the Alhambru,
Member llnard of Health
JOHN V I'KARCK. M D
to ir Oranuda.
The famous palace, undoubtedly the
Member Hoard nf Health
KRAXK M M.i. Mayur.
tnost splendid example of Moorish art
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Why not live

We

on
BUTTERNUT
BREAD

CAPITAL.

BAKER

W. 8. ETRICKLER,

in the city
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816,M.t

Officers and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W.

J. JOHNSON,
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TELEPHONE

ALBUQUERQUE, N,

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

have the
best

CAKE

F

george arnot.
o. e. cromweli.
blackwkll.

wxlliam Mcintosh.

baldridge.

a. m.

ORDERS

J. H O'RIELLY COMPANY

The Harmless Business COmnctf.ltnr.
No business man ever feared
a
competitor who did not advertise; lt'o
the one who advertises a little more
MWfresBively
than yourself who Induces your insomnia. Isn't this true?

Leading Druggists

Both Phones.

Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.

Albuquerque

Tln-ale-

Jaffa

theglbestore
THE STORE OF RELIABILITY

j

Oor-gon-

io

1906

FA L

L1906

DRESS
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION
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The First National Bank

U
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GOODS
Don't fail to see our large assortment of
ladies' fall and winter dress goods, comprising of the very latest fabrics on the
market. Prices to. suit all, We also have
a large assortment of Outing Flannels and
Flannelettes, in all the popular patterns
suitable for blouses, dressing gowns,
kimonos, etc. Prices to suit all. Call and
see our line. No trouble to show goods.

re-pu-

I

er

The Big Globe Sign on W. Railroad Ave

.

i
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Mcintosh HaLrdwaLre Co
SUCCESSOR

S

TO E. J, POST & CO.

,

ARK THE SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

i

i

Eclipse Hay Presses
BEE THEM

BEFORE BUYING.

t

--

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,
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tentions from the tipsy guests; and lb'
priest suggested that she should undergo a mock marriage with Llkt
choff, who was not present, but wh
had been paying her persistent attentions.
Hvluren suggested that .ie
should act as I.ikatehoft's proxy.
For fear that worse might befall
her, the terrified girl submitted. Tli
priest performed the ceremony, the
guest.o finally got s drunk that tie y
collapsed on the floor, whereupon the
bride tied through the rain to her
aunt's house, some miles away.
When Likatchoff heard of the Incident, he claimed the girl as his brldi
and she, to end the scandal, consented
on the condition that they should undergo a regular ceremony. The consistory suspended the priest from office, but declared that Hvluren was the
legal husband.
Likatchoff retorted by horsewhipping Hviuren. for which he was sent
to Jail for a fortnight. On his release
he began proceedings in the ecclesin
tica! courts, which will now have :
decide to whom, if to Other, the unfortunate girl belongs.
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the Crown
Prince Attends Christening
of Grandson in Spite of the
Emperor,

Mother-in-La-

w

FRANCIS JOSEPH

MAY

I
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LAnu U THUiriU

The laxative effect of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Diver Tablet! is M Agreeable and so natural you can hard1)'
realize that It Is produced by a medicine. These tablets also cure Indigestion and biliousness. Price L'D cents.
Samples free at all druggists.

if

Grande at Santa

For this rea
we want

When German Government
Levies on National Bever
Serious

lows- -

Trouble
Berlin Gossip,

Foi- -

e,

Malcolm ( Inrko.)
Berlin, Sept. 8. Worn out by the
strain of the last two weeks' court
functions which culminated in the
christening of their baby son, Crown
Prince ftTlheim anil Crown Prince-- s
Cecelia arc now takliiK a well earned
rest in a .secluded part p U pet Ba
varia far from .the social strife of the
(

1

St. Louis

and Bemis,

s

and O'Connor.

-

At New York

1

Glad
R. H. E.

Philadelphia

4 14
11 10

New York.

4
4

Holmes, Cunningham.
Batteries
Powers and Byrnes; Chesbro, Grlftit'i
and Klcinow.

io

rth-ces-

04

Ratterics--lles-

ar

imperial court.
It is bclnjt whispered here that their
last days in this city were not particularly pleasant owing to the friction
Ihe Kaiser ami Grand Duches
Anastasia, mother of the crown
s.
A.s
will be remembered
the
Krand duchess unexpectedly appeared
in Berlin some weeks ago. and took
apartments in the Hotel Bristol. She
came full of light determined to get
the invitation to the christening of hot
grandson, which had not been sen I her
at Cannes. What happened between
her and the kaiser Is, of course, easily Imagined, when one remembers
how cordially the two hate each other
and how stubborn and headstrong
both are.
The war lord, however, was defeated and on the morning of th
da
when the christening
,f the future
Wllhelm IV., took place, the crov
prince looking anything hut happy
met his mother-in-laat the depot in
Potsdam and conducted her to the
Neue Palais.
That the little prince was given the
usual long list of names naturally lil
nut surprise anyone, nor did the mini i
themselves, with the exception of 111
last one, Olaf, selected by the kais.v
who thereby once more emphasized his
love of Xorway. uhnsc little croVt'U
prince bears that name.
After the great military review on
tho' Tompolhofer Held, Crown
Prince
Wtjhelm was noticed to look exc,
pale and also the kaiser app a
ed unusually nervous.

ol my spieiulm values are my qou.oti ami
00 Suit-- , hut fabrics and stvles are too num
erous to allow of a description here we will he
ojad to s!. ..' them to you.
I

a--

age

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

At Chicago

Chicago
Pittsburg

11.

E.

3

7

0

and King. Willis

r

and Gibson.
At Philadelphia

1

.1

Miss Isadore Duncan, the San Francisco classic dancer, has divided Bar
Hei
lin Into two warring factions.
classic dances are modelled essentially
on the poses of the dancing girls ol
Antique Greece. At every big social
function given In Berlin, the leading
of the hour was "w hat is your
question
worry
Another fact which is said to
of the Duncan." The fact that
opinion
doternr-natjoIs
the kaiser considerably
the
her adherence to the Greek form ":
of the old emperor, Fran as dancing robe caused her to appear up.Inseph to carry out bis plan of
stage with bare feet brought
on
capital of Bohemiu, Prague, the the
deep condemnation of the
nnA to spend about three w(eks
burg and earned her the sobrismaller i,,wis in that province n. quet of the "barefoot dancer."
hifrcmpire.
But Miss Duncan has become lie
arc very active of late era.e of artistic Germany.
All the
fiarchlsts colony
lois known to be
leading artistic lights are her adherscarce
would
I' ents. The famous Lenbach has paintcated In Prague, who
let Jhe opportunity of killing a croWn-e- d ed her. Professor Engelbert
w
making
an
by
ithout
paBS
.riead
composer of Hansel and
atyflmpt.
With the Sultan of Turkey Cretel has written music for her in
dying and civil war in Russia it is net dance to. Frau Cosima Wagner has
to
wondered at that the thought of Dald her the signal honor of asking
the death of Francis Joseph at tills her to lead the dance of Venusber;;
gives the
kaiser sleepier
moteient
nights, for that would mean the be
ginning "f a chaos, the like of which
ly
--

ri

cons.".--vtitiv-

Huin-perdlnc- k,

H. B.
130

0

Boston

Emperor Francis Joseph of Austria,
is to have a public a action of 1700 orchids of rare beaut) and value at his
palace at Schonbruim near Vienna, "ii
October 1st.
The imperial collection, of orchids
now number more than 20,000 plants
and the greenhouses are so crowd
that it is necessary to make a clearance.
The emperor has gone in far
orchids on an extensive scale and his
collection Is considered to be one of
The conn
the finest In the world.
gardeners have worked lndustrious'y
In
the hybridizaand with great skill
and the Schon-brun- n
tion of the flowers
crossings have a high reputation as no other court in Europe cao
present. At the recent visit of the kaiser the show of orchids was one of the
most magnificent ever seen.

.

0

Batteries-Taylo-

The aniiounceniont
of General,
Manager Rock of tile .Mineral Wells
and Northwestern rallui. that tho
Goulds are going to cm out HI Paso
and the Southern Pacltlc, and give
the Texas and Pacific a northern out- let coastward, has Ofeated a
good
de.il of speculation among the New
Mexico and
southwestern railroad
men - to what rout, the line will
follow.
It Is now believed that the
Mineral IVells and Morthwestera,
part of the Texas and Pacific, will,
be built from Mineral
.iis, nirt
west of Fort Worth, In a bee line p3
the Santa Fc Central ii Torrance
It is practically
certnin Unit the
Goulds plan a conneeiion with the
Denver and Rio Grand- - railroad at
Santa Fe. and via the Santa Fe CehV
Hal from Torrance would be the,
most direct way to get In. It Is also
rumored that the new line will build
into Albuquerque, but rumors as to
the Gould intuitions an is thick and1
various as anyone htappens to want.
At any rule the announcement is ah
thofttatlve that the Texas and Pacifle
is to cut out E! Paso on account of
tile desert country thereabouts, and
seek a northern connection with the
coast.
There is room for all kinds of speculation, as the Oou!''s would tin
their most direct route lo the coast
f,
over the Santa Fe
via BelU
and the coast lilies, or the VVicken-bur- g

o
i
0
Philadelphia
Young and
Needliaiu.
Batteries
Mo.-e- r
and Donovan.
R. H. E.
At Brooklyn
0 0 3
New York
fi
0
1
Brooklyn
Batteries McGinn ty and Brama
han. Eason and Hitter.
Second Game:
33
New York
3
1
1
Brooklyn
Matthewson,
Ames and
Batteries
Bresnahan; Scanlon and Bergen,
At St. Louis St.
game postponed; rain.
i

Denver
Omaha
Engle
Batteries
Dodge anil Bender.
At Pueblo

cut-of- f,
whic h is to give an outlet to the Santa Fe through southern
New Mexico.
At any-rat-e
there IsVnull room for
doubt that New Mexico is to haw

G

11

2

7

0
3

9

11

2
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AMS A Y'SDONT

.',
ndlanapoiti
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis .
Milwaukee .
Sec, mil came
Minneapolis . . .
Milwaukee
At St. Paul
St. Paul
Kansas City
.

.

.

.

Second Rami:
St. Paul
Kansas City

U)Tiux(j and

MISS THE GREATEST
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PLEASURE

Typewritorumi
Always in Stock

New nntl
Hand Machines for Salo
or Exchange.

socond
Kent

AGEHTS

FOR

UNDERWOOD
VISIBLE

TYPEWRITERS

TYPK-WRITE-

Toledo

.

R

CO.

NEW YORK

mm;

Exclusive Agcnl for Tin Washington Clothing,

M A 0 H I X E S R E P A I R i, I)
SHERLOCK HQIi&ms
Couldn't find the on man In this
town who wants that saddle or driv- A COMPLETE STOCK Of
ing horse of vours as surolv and as
RIBBONS AND
DUickly as a For Sale ad can do: and
SUPPLIES.
Sherlock's fee would ue lareer- The very host or Kansas City bed
ami mutton ut Emil Klclnwort'a. i ta
GEO. S. RAMSAY, Mgr.
North Third street.
W.
Railroad Avenue. AlluKiurrqu
THE Ml 1,1, LIT SHIHO, OVER loi
M'lNTOSH HARDWARE CO., '2i: W
RAILROAD AVE.
if
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
MORN1NO JOURNAL
Vhiolesalo and Retail
WANT Alls
ORI NO RESTJLT8.
Dealer in Fresh and Salt Meats
For proi..i nnd courteous treatment
Sausage a Specialty.
nnd the very choicest of
you will
make no mistake by ealllns: on Kmll
,1
klcinwort, 112 North Third street, or1 Por Cattli
lles the nicest Mar
telephoning your order in.
ket Price is Paid.

M-

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
At Columbus
f'nluni'ous
Louisville
At Teledo
.

THE WASHINGTON

MANDELL

M.

The International
'orrcspondenee
Bchooli of Scraiiton, Pa., has a dia- play in window of Si hutt'a Candy
Store.

R. II. E

Lincoln

Fashioned Apparel

O

Sc e Joe Scot ti as the iieut. nam ni xt
Tuesday nlghl at Klks' opera house In
l.i I VERS .WH Ll'X.V! 'ICS, the Br, it
'
comedy,

Wclgardt,

r
pueblo . .'
Batteries McKay and Zlnran,
inor and Benicker.

Washington

another railway.

AGUE,

and

Remember my way of doing business and 1 ask
that you please remember, also, that you take no
chances, whatever, with cheapness when you buy
your clothes here.
Dunlap Hals, llawcs Hats, Manhattan Shirts,
Earl & Wilson Shirts, and Xettleton Shoes the
best $3.50 and
shoes made.

CUt-of-

Louis-Cincinna- ti

VESTEltNLE

v

2

'

R

and
we want your
insist that your Suit fulfills our
f it. or hring it hack and get your

yrjju

representation
money.

Fe,

tr

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
At Boston
R. H. E.
2
9 1
Boston
8
5
Washington
Batteries
Glass and Carrigan;
Kltsor, Hughes and W.ikefleld.
At Detroit
R. H. E.
1
S 11
Detroit
1
4 10
Chicago
Batteries Slever and Schmidt, Patterson and Towne.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
4 no
Cleveland

wwmm

The Salesman probably told him good points
about the part ailar Suit he Ixnight, and we con-t- v
sider it our d
to see them carried out to the
letter.

System Will Com- -i
píete Route Through Terrl- -I
tory by Connecting Willi
Rio

mmm

When a Man takes out his pocketbook and pay.;
ns 35.00, $30.00 or $35.00 for his Fall and Win
ter Suit, wc don't consider the transaction closed
hv anv means.

Believed

BASEBALL

1906.

My Way!

JOIN

-

revolvers, and daggers are
superseding dolls am, India-rubbelephants as the everyday playthlna.
of Russian children.
Hatred of all
forms of authority, and admiration for
political assassins have spread so far
that nurseries are becoming as dangerous s police stations. Seldom a
week passes without some tragic in
resulting from children playln,-- '
at revolution with real weapons.
At Hungerburg, a Baltic waterlnq-placa group of ehlLlren built a model of the St. Peter and Paul fortress,
and "plotted" its capture. As no chl1
would agree to play the odious role
of defender, tho attackers placed In
old bab.
the fortress a two-yewhom they pelted with bombs- fabricated from fireworks. The child was
burned badly and blinded in one eye.
At Kursk, children set lire to the
house of their ow n uncle, an
master. At Yalta In the Crimea, a boy
of ten was drowned while engaged in
an imaginary mutiny on an Imagina' j
warship.
At Warsaw, a schoolboy of 11 became a revolutionary In fact. Tying a
string across a narrow lane, he waited
until a passing policeman stumbled,
and then Jumped on his back, and
stuck a kr'fe Into his neck.

om

ti w

i

the plutocratic Grunswald colony and
tilled with valuable wurks of urt.
TO
SANTA
Recently one of the wealthiest newspaper pro rletora asked her what
would be her terms to dance at a private soiree. He received a reply Quit
It would be establishing a precedent
FE CENTRAL
for the dancer to appear In privan-- ,
but she would be willing to appear far
JTS0 an hour. The wealthy man replied thut he did net wish to spend so
much money upon the entertainment,
but would she dance twenty minutes GOULDS TO HAVE LINE
for tS0. She accepted and established a record price.
THROUGH NEW MEXICO

Bombs,

BE MARK FOR BOMB

Trvm
l i

in the famous performance at Bay-r- e
nth.
has through hi r
Miss Duncan
dancing amassed a fortune In G
sthe has bought as a residence
one of the enormous costly villas I i

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 9,

4

When you can now get, at our Special Sale, Runabout Buggies
AT $45.00, $55.00 and $65.00.
Look over our large stock at once. Quality guaranteed,

J. KORBER.

Corner First Street and Copper Ave.; also 224 North Second
Street, in our New Building. .Albuquerue, N. M.

II
I

SEE..

PROCURED AND DEFENDED. Bend moriul.
,to. lor eipi'it Hc;irIi und f ret i i it
(lntwii)K r
rivo oiiviit,, now 10 ontain MiU'ttA, tnul,' ,nuks,
copjrnKblMtc. N ALL COUNTRIES.

HAHTLETT

ftMMM dirrrl with Washington sixes timr,
the patent.
Pattnt and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
W rlio or point, to uaat
OSS ninth Strtdt, opp. nnlUd GUtn
Pteat Offlc,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

mnty ami ojl,n

The Electrician

mm

nn-nt- s

II you need a earnenter. 'elculiune
Hcssehlen. Auto. Phone B46.

& CO.

v r prices on house wiring and
nertll
Auto.
repair work.
16 '4 S. Second St.
Phone

Europe has never experienced.
vSfhon

the kaise's government,

al-

ways looking for new objects of taxation decided to levy on the German

THE ECONOMIST

MILLINERY ART.
About every Hat In the
Millinery Department of
The Economist.

national beverage, 1 predicted trouble.
My prophecy has come true thero
is l beer war on in Germany. The imperial government Increased the duty
the brewers decided that
oneer andmust
entirely bear the exthelpublic
tra burden so they Increased the
wholesale price of beer, while the retailers in turn Increased the price per

Albuquerque's

Brightest and Best Store

FASHIOIS VBLE

11

ITS

Tints that are now to lc
seen In The Ken,,, mist

Milliner) Department.

THE DAYLIGHT 0TORB

glass.
The brewers in Justification claimed
that the cost orlce of all Ingredient
higher
has increased of late years and depa:.-mejts
waljfes have to be paid in all
'

For Monday, September the Tenth, Afternoon and Evening
We Announce Our Fall

of their breweries.
though swallowing
the brewers' beer, refused to swallow
thajre fads particularly as they knew
'i
the enormous dividends the sha reholders of breweries have been
ceiving even during the last few year!
anil, has risen in lis might
II over the empire mass meetings
Seer drinkers have been held. Boy
tías been decided against toe
feries raising the wholesale price
nnA ihn s:,loookeei,ers who lucréis.
the retail price In some parts of the
country It has been decided will estabbreweries.
lish
The agitation has curiously tnOUgb.
adtonced the cause of temperance
ThlTretall price of mineral waters has
hedjtt considerably reduced of late an
thousands of workmen have discoveri rinks cun sated .that
isfactorily quench their thirst.
StitJ the public

MILLINERY OPENING
and First Showing1 of New Fall Costumes,

mutineers young 1M
slap ladles belonging to tho educated
data are showing their devotion to the
Ilberatlonlst cause.
Jflinierous Instances occurred during) the past month. At Klcfl tout Imprisoned sappers, two under sentence
of death tov the October uprising
were last week married to the daughters of prosperous citizens The weddings took place In the prison Church,
the bridegrooms being chained hands
ami feet.
M Sevastopol, a soldier condemned
to F"Vn vears penal servitude, married the daughter of the late General
Yesopkin, tt close friend and coutos'-lorl- f
the late Czar Alexander IJJ.
MdRe. Yeropkln has a considerable
forfhne, studied in Paris and Vienna,
when
and was expelled from Moscowbetraysho moved In good society as a
er of military secrets. Two days art' r
the wedding she left with her husban
for Yakutsk. In Siberia.
Other cases are recorded of similar
devdtlon. recalling the Decembrist re

im,

By marrylnn

-

use

Of
BEAUTIFUL
CLU8IVI PALL BTTLKS AND
MPORTBD MOpELfl WILL
A

!;

hk
,

HX- -

BHOWK.

ciiAKMiNi;

KÍUflIC

APTKRNOON

5:3.

I ROM

IN
- :;"

THE
TO

AND IX THIO FVKX1XO

FROM 7:30 TO 9:30.
VB

DISIM.AYS AX1)

StOl'VF.XIR

Foil KVEltY

ATTUAi 'TI
A

-

Hvluren. the priest on his estate,
m.l
iiiinieroys company celebrate;
nt the
the '.dissolution of the Douma
offWlal! haiisc. While the-- ofllcial lay
drink under the table his daught r
was subjected to soutevihat rude at

I

HE FALL SEASON

w9 Ii.rlc
LJk

cr t

emu
--

&
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1906 finds the store splendidly prepared. The
fashion centers of America have contributed their full share toward our
exhibit of exclusive tall novelties in the Millinery Department. áí ip iH

S

VISITOR.

READY-TO-WEA-

)
j

of

DEPARTMENT

R

Suits and Coats, the very latest in
Skirts and handsome Petticoats. In proof of our splendid gathering of these
important lines it is not necessary to add anything to our plain assurance that,
agreeable to this store's policy of determined and rapid advancement, this exhibit will excell all that have preceded it in its magnitude and in its wealth of
variety in styles which may be unhesitatingly accepted as authoritative,
fj This formal opening will be an event of unusual importance. We shall feel
highly honored with a visit from you. Please consider this a personal invitation.
WEINMAN & LEWINSON, The Economist.

We show the newest and

f,

olfi-

iirva,

orvi i

q

orgy,
As the rerult of a drunken
Vladimir HMuren and Allxls Llkat-choftwo rich landowners in the Russian province of Toula. arc fighting
fftr the possession of n wife the elgh
dailglvler of a local

'

T

erful families In RllKsIa accompanied
their husbands and sweethearts to Uw
sail mines of Ncrtchinsk.

ld

ui

Lingerie Wear.

1

volt of 182G w hen young women now- i..nJinlr f,. ihe richest and most

i

up-to-the-h-

our

IWIIK IMOINQ S!FT

1

S

I
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THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

OFFICIAL PROGRAM

his high diving art.

TliutxU).

(I.
AlbuqiK'rqw
Derby limy. Mih-- i A Cnandou s
hite Seal liamugiic

1:30 p. m.

Fair

Base ball games at

fair grounds.

;.

offer; no excuses to make

.

(.roumi--

thi

m.

ALBUQUERQUE

F R IDA Y

l"T KonMto

September

Moet

SELLS

We made the first real practical
visible writing machines ever placed on the
market, and we arc making them yet.

one-hal-

lf

mile.

p. m.
Bui
p. m.

I

PROGRAM

STRONGEST

4:15

on foot.
4:30 p. m.

EVER YET PREPARED

E

AND

THE GREAT FLOTI

prove quality;

It takes time to
we've proved it.

i

AGER1

E H

IW

and Conventions.

-

SHOWS

OP WONDERFUL
ACTORS THAT DO
EVERYTHING BUT TALK.
ANIMAL

1

is..'

Underwood Typewriter Co

-

tV, It. R.

Ramsay, Agent, ioi

;. s.

Ave.

Albuquerque,

Sow

Mexico

EUREKA PAINT

WHY PAY RENT?

for. soors

the streets.

h

i

When you can

1

l)ii v

a

r.

7

Harness rues: Sur!
drain Plug cm Tobacco stake.
p. m.

ug

p,

in.-

Indian dances.
-- Carnival attractions
on

-

7:3a p. in.

:17

the streets.

HOHE

I

BSD-go- od

on monthly payments.

Wc

can show you several

--

Mm

BARGAINS
in

Albuquerque Real
in and see us

Estate. Call

muni' itmtrm

--

KJISMNeVSII

OF

p. m.- - Indian dance oil the streets
7:30 p. in. Carnival attractions
7.45 p. in
Retail Merchants' asso7

i

ear-mo-

I

I

matches
pkgi Hold

.'

Dual

ASSORTMENT No.

J

Price,

ni'

lbs pure Cane sugar... $ .ar
hot'.' sliver Leaf Balad
I M essing
2"
.1:1
sin ks of Mil It
box of rroun
inon ...
.08
,(IH
bol. I mon Extract,
.OH
pkg i n (March.
II.-.11
' Ill '.I Sod,!

i

,

i

si. on
ssoi!iMi:

No.

I

:i-

-

our ('

ibs pure Cune Snuiir.
ii. Ihepp'a Ci icoanui
lb rice
bids, tat kg
boa Rag Blue

-

.!

.

.OH

.00

.

"Largatte".. .Bastite

oz.

Offertory "Melody."
vicai Sol,. "Eventide"

Xtitnn-j-

.01

r

.OH

slicis tanglef'l

double

.11

Mis

Howard
rk.
Organ Poatlude Mar
tlmv
Yq-not
rsn
mske sweet butter in a
V
P, S. E at fí.Vi P m
Suli.li
font,
churn. The ItOMCh lerves "The Ti iiiinpiis of i !hriatianlt
a churn in which to agitate, work up liv M,iv Barron.
Evening service ;l
and disintegrate our fooil as it - being
:n
The pastor will speak on "The
digested
weak, luggi-l- i i no Source ami Promise
if It
"f Power for Bu
foul the result will be torpid, iluggisb ces in our
Personal Uvea and In
liver and bad. Impure Mood,
the
of
Church " Music led b) a
The ingredient of Dr Pterea'i QoMen
choir under the direction of
Metical Tiiscovery are just such as beat chorus
Mr. Stone.
erve 'o correct and cure all sucli
A cordial Invitation given
to all to
It is niauV up without a
services of this church.
drop of alcohol in Ita composition; cbem- - attend t
Irally pure, trinle-rglycerine being
HAITIHT i HUR( II
ued instead of the commonly employed
Sun lav hi boo tt t t'.4 a. m. Ill the
alcohol. No this glycerine is of itself a
of the paator. Rev, J. n
valuable medicine, instead of a deleter! . sbeenci
on agent like alcohol, especially in the He. ild wil preach at ll a. ill. and 7:30
at 1:41 p. in. Murnre of weak stomacli. dvpepsia ami the p. in. it. v p
various forms of indigestion. I'rof. Iiiilev sic at morning service,
Ellingwood. if, ii.. of Bennett Medical Prelude, opus II, No. 20
I ollege, Chicago,
Chopin limtNchely
avs of il
Anthem
rv
an excellent
Incline Thine Ear"
"In dyspepsia It

.:tó

.

SI. (Ill

j

urn-lea-

7

-

ll

ASMIK'I

o.

l

I
i

Price,

un-

lbs pure Cane Rugar... $
box salted sprays
os, ..in K. ' H.ikiiiK

i
i

Uj

Powder
i kK nince
meat
dozen lemons
dozen candles

.

.

.

.

.ñ
1

7

a

.CI

.('.
.

.

.OH

h-

SI. 00

I

--

It

l

on of

Un-

-

HIikkI-rootan-

.

.

f.

.

.fohn M sruddr. M. I
snd Prof John King. M. D.. Author of the
Amerlcsn I)lsienatory. and acore of other
among the leading medical men of our land
Who ran doubt the curative virtues of
rollege.rhli-afo:Pro- f

a medicine the Ingredients of which have
inrh a proeiMW endorsement ?
Constipation cured by Doctor I'lerce'i
Pleasant PelleU. One or two s doe.

.

Mi -

Ed. Hale, Soloist.

Offertory Meditation .... Bj,
Poatlude March
Evening s n loe,

tester

Maui 0

Wiitch

tor rlinnget -

Hlmine

I

.

others
t .4l

Auto Phone ;i2H

.

Ice.
.ÍT

.an

PlMttlVCl)

Ctwuavei

f

Jt

.

s.

ETIHCOPAI,

III IK II

212'

s. s coiui st

me ,.

.30

i

gl.s&u
court
iiitcK cottaKc,
l'Klits, lot 1,0x12. in Hielil.inds.
I2.1V0
brick cottage, well
ro

IMPERIAL
Champion

100
10

A

built,

'tJ

ING

LOT

AMAZING ACTS-1Riders
Bareback
MID-AI-

o

SINflINQ, LAU0I1- OF FUN MAKERS

i

Muu-- u

of

X.

Eighth street.

The Missouri Pacific R'y
and Iron Mountain Route

rrame, near shops.
i,"00
frame dwelling with
modern conveniences; well built 8.
Arno st.
Money tn l oin on Good Real Estau
at liow Rates nf Internet.

thi
Í

M
11.33

six-ho-

five-roo-

--

Om

116

W. Coal.

FOR SALE General merchandise
ATTORNKVS.
uusiness on the El Paso and SouthR W. D. BRYAN
western In eastern New Mexico. Stoc
Attorney at Law.
(Ifflce In Firm N.'mHo..-- i hank v...iii
ii&.uou.oo to 120,000.00. Fine opportunity for right party. Can explain Ing. Albuquerque. N. M.
good reason for selling. Locality healthiest in New Mexico. Address impiir- - DR. R. L. I'llYSIClANR.
"
HUST
les, a. tf), Journal.
if
Room
N. T. ArimlJo Blda.
A
FOR SALE
litbevculosis treated with High Fre- general merchandise store, dolne eood a.u.eiu,v. Electrical Current and Germl- a. m. to
iruÁl.im,ent.8 clvn
Vaecountry
good
business, in
town: enod
u. m. irainea nurse in attendance.
reasons for selling; store building and ?,I nth
'tiIii.iab
nwL'iiiiig nir rent or sale. P. (). Box DR. J. H.
WROTH
18.
Physician and Surgeon.
FOR SALE OR LEASE Cattle anü
Albuquerque. N. M.
sheep ranches; permanent
water on DR. J. E. BRONSON
patented lands and unlimited free
HomeoDathlc.
Physician and Surgeon.
range with grass at present knee high
Room 17 Whiting Block.
and very little stock of any kind on it.
DR. W. o. SHADRACH
Located In Sierra county. Address
Practice Llmltd
C. Miller, Hlllshoro, N. M.
Eye. Ear. Nose. Throat
if
Oculist and Aurist for Santa Fe ooaat
FOR SALE-sewl- Singer
drop-hea- d
Ines. Office 313
W. Railroad av.
machines 3 and Grant bldg Ugur
to 12
l.lO.to i n. m.
FOR
SALE
New
find KPrnnit-han- il
DKNl'iSTs.
hng-'- p
q
110,01. ....... o i
rrlage Co.
DR. J. R. KRAFT-r- "
DRINK
Altl,si.l. TEX AH, MIN- Rooms 16 Dental16 Burgeon. T
ERAL
WATER.
Grant Block, over
AMRi;s AN'D the Golden and
Rule Drv Goods comnanv.
DIG (.(.isrs ItEMEDY, FOR
Automatic
Phone
:72: Colorado. 164.
FOR HALE IIY ALL
THE IiEADlNU GROCERS IX THE E. J. ALGER. D. D. 8.
Offices:
block,
Arlmilo
onooslte Ool.
CITY. W. V. FUTRELLE, GENERAL
den Rule. Office hours. 8:110 a. m. to
1GENT.
12:30 n. m.; 1:20 to t o. m. Automatic telephone 63.
Annolnimenta
MORNING JOCIRNAL
mud p by mall.
WANT ADS
DR. L. E. ÉRVIN
BRING RESULTS.
Dentlet
Auto Phone Oil.
IM'KING THE uoHMNti Hot s Rooms 20 and 22. Whiting block, ever
A HALF RATE WILL I IK GIVEN TO
Learnard and Llndemann.
LA 1)1 EH AT THE
BOWIJNG ALARCHITECTS.
LEY, 118 WEHT (.Ol.li AVE.
8.

'..!

SUPERIOR DINING CAR,
SLEEPER AND THROUGH
CHAIR CAR SERVICE.
Before taking your trip these lines'
facilities should be considered.
For information, sec your local
ticket agent, ur addreas

ng

M
E. O. GRIFFIN,
taUTHWI'ttTKHN

SN

PAtSKNOLR

AOCNT,

ANTONIO,

1

OK

H. C. fOWNSEND,
arNtnAL PAttcNncit and tickit aqint.
ST.

touts.

not used the Morning Journal classified ad columns.

;

F. W. HPKNCBK

COLONIST RATES
To

m

.

ISFULLOF ODD AfMDCURIOUS
THE WORLD
so there may still be those who have

nMortnHn("

V. O.

WALLINGFORD
ROOT HEER
Architects.
AT WALTON'S Dlt t'(i STORE.
Roome 4 and 47 Barnett flulldln..
Both 'Phones.
BREAKING BREAD.
ClfVlL ElVGlNEERa.
When you ask a frliuul to break
bread with you. always see thai you PITT ROSS
City Engineer.
offer hi
In Land Scrip; Attorney he- The Hoi Bread our Butn-Cream Dealer
foro United Stutes Land Office.
Bread.
Room 18, Airnllo Block.
Don't be less thoughtful nf your
family, either. Remember, this bread J. R. FARWELi
Ii made from the famous PEERLESS
Civil Engineer.
PRINCKW Hour, which retains all the
Miiulrleiil iiialltles of ihe orlglmil grain
PIONEER BAKERY,
BORDERS
207 South First St.
City UnderUker.
Black or white hearse. 16.00. ComThe cast of LOVERS AND LUNAClub nulldln Auto telephone
TICS Is the best ever. Be sure to see mercial
SIS;
red 116. Albuquerque,
Mi
Kirk Bryan as FERDINAND New Colorado
Mexlcv
EIGHTH KAD. Tuesday night. Elks'
operu house. Reserved seat nt
Morning Journal Want Ada
Monday morning.
Srlng Resulta.
FEE

S GOOD COLD

.

California and the Northwest

111

r

ond-dHcolonist liekels will be Hold to all prlncliiil
points on A.. T. ft H. K. iind So. I'.u Ity s In rillfornlii al
rute of gi5.no. Kor other rules and full Information ogll al

SANTA FC TICKET

h ack

.

I

Have at all tinjes maintained
the Dest passenger service in the
South and West to points North
and East via St. Louis, and South
and Southeast via Memphis, and
points in these territories are best
reached via thrse lines.

11,300

i,n; it

ud Uyld uveuuv.

A
frU

O. A. MATSON & CO.
on Day of Exhibition

A

.Hi
.or,

0
gfrvlcen .it II o'clock Hunda y mornI'ltEMRYTEIUAN IHIIUil,
ing Wnmnn'e club rooms. Cominer
n'orner Fifth and Silver.)
Services at 11a. m. and 7 in o. m. clsl Club building, corner of Fourth

.Morning Uueius.

10

ACTS

R.

lii-i-

HIIMT

00

RESERVED SEATS AT

shade trees.
tine piece of business property fur
sale.
good ranches fer Bale close ts
.10 Some
city.
,11
$2,600
brick cottage, bath
electric lights, barn, corner lot, Búa
$1,
142; X Second street.
$1, 300
frame, new, barn,
shade tress, city water, high locatub'
tion.
$
$2,t'00
frame cottage, bath
etc.; S. Arno street.
$1,000
fram- - cottage, both,
electric lights, clone In, easy terms.
$6,500 4 double houses, close In. Income $80 tier month; a good Invest.10 ment. Half cash, balance on time at
8 per cent.
frame, bath, electrt
$. $2,600
. I

t
i r i ion
im m t i
(Corner Eotitlh and Silver Ave.)
( III IK ll
i
A
HARRMON, Rector.
Karl) m.iss ni 7 o'clock. High Rwae
Holy communion at 7 .10 a. in. Sun-da- iind sei
school, at o h. ni. Morning playni ;i.;io. Kvenlng servlc
er ami sermon, at It a. m. Evening snd Insiiuiilon hi 7:30.
prayer snd sermon, tit 7:30 p. m.
s

iiMisri

17

GORGrOUS NEW STREET PARADE

.10 $4.000 Two good houses, 5 lots,
siiuop trees, room ior two more
houses; close in; N. Sixth street.
modern udobe, well
$1.8' $2,2fi0
built, nicely flnlshed. large grounds.
Good oulluilldlngs, trees end shrubbery. Foutk ward.
it hers $2,200
frame dwelling, on
.4"
corner close In, lot 76x142, line
.10

--

.loll N

BABIES

1

f

ST.

AND

BEASTS

".

M, I,. Divine, pot.
postal rand
Itnllmnil Ive. ami Kmirtrcnili si., ur
ielidionc iMiHMHk' "i:t or. better
.
nIIII, n vlsll iii tiic store vile
Poatlude Ruaalsa March
Sentón t'larke i ii n pi delivery.
if oh in one iwenrtmeiM yog will
Mrs Ruse Putrelle Oideon, Orgenlst.
tvrtalnl tteiler the oUmw lour.
ii l impnrtmM ihni von onie--r b)
Hit. ill. M METHODIKT
III it II
i:'.1L' South Arno Btreet.)
AwMirtinrnl
numbrr,
siiina i'nr
i reel
J. M sol. i. ii;. Paiatoi
number.
Sunday school at 9:i.'. a ni. J. D.
Emmons, stipei Inti'iidcnt. I'reacbing
be
n' the evening there win
kj 'be pastor at 11 a. m. Hubject: "A Music."
Dr. Bhld-wi- n
RellglOfl That Needs Saving." Senior ii special service of nng.
usHlxt both morning nud
will
Epwnrrli (.cague at K .10 p. m.
hi
1'ie. o hlng at 7:30 p. m. by the pastor evening and piny three eelectlnrta
Subject
Prngresslveness of each Service, Hondo:' School g !t:4."
"The
m.
Young pgopM st IHf I.
h.
iii.
Sin
Strangers welcomed.
at rangers weicerme,

oigan

DROMEDARIES

.

no ilfllvery.

I

dc

Preludia
E. I. Img
orfertory Noel ni ne
Riamntl King Millet

iii

AND

TIGRESS

NEARLY 1,000 PEOPLE AND ANIPARTICIPATING
IN THIS
MALS
12,700
r
brick
baih GLORIOUS, SPECTACULAR PAGEANT
cellar, elect rlC ÜHllts
,10
ment walks
c
AND FREE PUBLIC DISPLAY.
on highlands, clone In.
2,8S0
brick; bath, ilectrlc WILL EXHIBIT, RAIN OR SHINE,
lights, barn, lluide trci s, V TI jerga, UNDER THE LARGEST WATER- .pi
close in.
LUnSTKUUT&U.
new brick cotthge; fKUUr lUKIS 1íVriK
II. IB 1 1,000
AND 7 P. M. PERx. Eiginii si.; adobe outbundlngi DOORS OPEN
t2.iiio
modern brick cottane FORMANCES COMMENCE 2 AND 8.
bath,
lights; g
cicctnc
location, faVIIDxJftN DiTK
FR0M
VfRYWUfRT
others
,100
$ .r,
brick cottage: bath.
electric llghUi X. Second st.: $850

.

SI. 00

Uong

CAMELS
BENfill

FOR SALE.

,41

1

....

manufact-

ured product of the present time in Us
action upon enfeebled, dls.irdered BtOOISCbai
especially If there Is ulceration or eataiThai
casirltls'catarrhal Inflammation of stomacli1.
ft Is a most eiflclent preparation
Glycerine
many cases of pyrosis ihearthurni
will e. I.
acidity.
Ii Is useful In
and e.'sssle gastric
chronli- Intestinal drspepala. especially Hie
of
flatulent Tarielj. and in
rlain
chronic constipation, tlmulatlne the secretory and eirretory functions of the Intestinal
elands "
When combined, In ust the rihl proportion, with (iolden Se root, Stone root,
rilsrk f'herryhark. Queen' root.
Mandrake root, or the extracts of
these, as In Dr. Pierce's (iolden Medical
IMscnvery. there can be no doubt, of Its
real efficacy In the cure of all stomach,
liver and intestinal disorders and derange
have
raents. These several ingredient
ths strongest, endorsement In all loch
medical leaders a
ctes of snrh eminent
Prof. R Rartholow. N I) of Jefferson Medical Collee. i i,i. sg" Prof. Hobart A Hare,
D of Medical Department fnlTeraltr of
Metp, tl
Ps : Prof. I.aurenre .lohnsoa. M
Department. Pnlrerslty of 'est York: Prof
Edwin V Hale. M. n Hahnemann Mem. si

nir Pi

SIBERIAN

OF

ICE BEARS.

Fire iO NOVELA
CLOWNS

Fourth ward.

pure Cam sugar.,
ib gunpowdi r tea
boi. Manaanl In olives
hot. SMver
a( Wor

II

r

FLEISCHER

Estate and Loans.
Insurance. Surctv Bonds

No. :

AHSOHTMKX'

OR

OF WILD

Rea!

.

I

oigan Prelude

tit
M

$1.1)0

i

A.

I

Our Price
lbs pure Cane Sugar.. s .2"t
lb lililí grade mocha
,
.32
and Java coffee
hot. silver Loaf Pickles .1
hx ground allspice
oh
large boxes Battle AX

ti

tun.
DUCKing mills.
i" ". in
s
4
. m.
Indian mena,
ONtiREtj
ION
in lit il.
4:30 p. in - H.i loon race between
(
B roed way end of Viaduct.)
Professor King, hi- - Wife and a monw
JOHN
BARROX, Pastor.
key, the three nf them cutting inose
Sunday school at l:4t I ni. H. 8.
with parachutes at de tame time.
i.iiiigow,
superintendent.
Morning serDown Town.
vice at Ii o'clock. Topic of sermon
7 p. m.
Indian dances.
"Tii.
7 30 p. in.
Oolden
Ruli
to Bom.
Applied
ai
Carnival attractions on
of tin Relations of Life, and Especially
the street".
A very practical
topic
I p. m. Commercial dub opening lo the Home
to lie preaented In
practical way
ball
Tin- following
musical selections
I" 30 p. m. Reckless Russell and
will be rendered:
I

v.

HERD

fIG

POLAR

3 HUGE CIRCUS RINGS

ON

.

ASSORTMENT

.(

el

CO

110 WEST GOLD

EVERY lit l
IjAH.
EVER" MING NEW AMI
FIRST CLASH,
HERE THEY ARK:
SAVE

."

Bad Blood.

PORTERFIELD

Ulbcrc io Worship today

ciation. Commercial club.
8 p. m.
Good Roads convention
FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
ailed at he Commercial club.
REV. J, C, ROLLING, D.D.. laslor.
10:30 p. in. Reckless Russell and
The Sunday school meets at 1:41 '
his high divine a t. Free
in. Strangers made welcome.
Morn
WciIih'mIhv. sept. lit. (Carnation
n
ing worship at II o'clock with
Cream 'nil Mima r Day.)
by the pastor:
To Every Man
Down Tow n.
v 3o a. m.
Meeting of committees His Work." At tills service Mrs. Roy
of the slice mil wool Growers' con- Mi Donald is soloist and the following
vention in the parlors of the Commer- numbers w ill be given:
Prelude in D
Hatton
cial dub.
Melody
Walbrldge
C u ilval
10 a. in.
attraction! yon Offertor
Haydn
Postluda
from
the Htreets.
EpWOrth League
meets at litO.
10 a. in
Sh ip and Woo
Qrojr- ems' convention ailed at Elks' ..peta Evening service at 7:30. Special music by the choir.
house.
Prayer
I I
Miller
30 a. in.
lie. klOM RuaaaU In Prelude
'ITi lory
Bola
the high bicycle dive.
Poatlude
Vundei
l air Grounds
Mlaa
Helen
frganift,
I
Pratt.
3o ... m,
Bane ball,
The pubiii cordially Invitad to all
p. m. Carnation
C earn
Stakn
a
ra
2:20 trot for $1.000
At the evening servir..1
til
pastor
Running r h'i
in
begins a series nf "Bible Taie
i
p. m.
Washing!
For
Ulli evening the subject Is "Nehus- Company relay race for ll'OO

Bad Stomach Makes

RAINED ELEPHANTS

BARGAINS

-

posi-wor-

I

BIG HERDS

TWO

DOLLAR GROCERY

Jersey Cattle Exhibit,
livery d:- :( the l air grounds.

OH ,1.

'

1

DIVINE'S

for 1 .000,
THIS
is MASKED CARNIVAL
3 p. m.
Running races,
WHEN
NIOHT
EVERYBODY
4
p. m.
Indian races
MASKS AND
MARCHES
BEHIND
4 30 p. m.
race
between
Balloon
THE BAND. CONFETTI BATTLES.
Professor King, his wife and a monVegetable
Fruit and
Exhibit.
key, the three of them cutting loose,
Sheep Exhibit.
Dow n

m

house-Railroa-

pai

with parachutes at the same time.

N.

s,

I

I

2

storo-rtoom-

--

t
o
September 17th. formal hotel.p. m. Montezuma ball, A iva rail
Monday.
Is npervlous to heat and cold; It will
twenty-sixtannual
the
of
opening
Russell and not run. crack, or blister; it will harden
10:30 p. iii -- Reí
New Mexiio Territorial fair al lile Al- high diving act.
under water, after once set. A raiu
Qovernor h. J. Rager- - his
vaiado hotel
Sat unlay, Sept, 13. (Mitchell VVngon coming un fresh paint will not wash R.
30 v. m.
man, at
Day.)
1:41 p. m. -- March to fair grounds.
Down Town.
There is No Acid in It
2:30 p. m- ,- Bane ball game at the
nn
10 a.
Carnival attractlt li
fair grounds, Double-liculethe streets.
3 p. m.
Indian races.
To Rust Tin
11:30 a. in. Reckless Russell and
Dow ,i TOW II.
his high div ing act.
7
Western
p.
m. opening of
Fair Grounds,
Sold by the gallon, or contracts will be
Amusemenl Carnival company.
1:30 p. in. Base ball at tho Fair taken for painting roofs.
Address
Reck-les- s
by
Bicycle
dive
10:30 p. m.
grounds.
Russell.
2:an p, m.- - Mitchell Wag m stake
BORRADAILE & CO.
Tuesday. Kept, in. (Surbrug's Grniu race: 2:01 pace for $1.000.
Plug cut Tobacco Day.)
2:3ft p. m.- - Free-fo- r
all trot.
117 Gold Ave.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1 p. m.
Dw II Tow i,.
Running races.
10 a. in.
Wool Growers' convention
1:16 p. m. Indian races.
vailed at Klks' Optra house.
4:30 p. m. Balloon
race between
10 a. m. Western
Amusement Com- Professor King, his wife and a monpany C4rnlal on the streets.
key, the three of them culling loose
with parachutes at the same time.
luir Gr ul- -.
1:30 ... m. Base ball at the Pair
Down Town.

rounds.

d

1

1

Program.

FEMALE HELP .WANTED.
Girl for general hous-worLoans are aulckly made and strictly
at residence of Prof.
una
to one Angelí, Apply
nrivaie.
Time:
montn
lit 1 nivcrsity.
tf
year Riven. Goods to remain In vour
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
WANTED
Woman cook. Lea viCall and see us before borrowing--.
drug store address-oSteamshln tickets to and from ail noteT. alP. O'Rielly's
Hayes.
sll
Darts of the world.
Teacher; competent
WANTED
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
Rooms S ;nd 4. Grant Bide.
American, (iood terms to
PRIVATE OFFICES.
right person.
References.
Address
OPEN EVENING8.
at once. Linus L. Shields, sec. JenvV.
805 West Hal. road Avenue.
m.
Hoi Springs,
sir.
FOB KENT.
Lady cashier at the
WANTED
POR RENT-- Furnished room for Penny parlors, anil other young laily
light housekeeping. 401 X. Sixth st. help.
Conk, woman preferred.
WANTED
FOR RENT Three to
In. uses, good locution. W. H. MeMil-lioAddress Proprietor Clark lintel, Kelly,
real eslate broker, 211 W. Gold. New Mexico.
FCiR RENT Twelve-rooWANTED
Nurse girl, 1007 North
house;
storeroom in front. Also new
Second street.
w. H, McMllllon, ill W
Lady bookkeeper
WANTED
ami
Hold.
stenographer.
Call 310 w. Railroad
X
FOR RENT Furnished front room avenue.
in new ullage at 417 S. Walter st.
WANTED
Girl for general hou.-!f
Nicely
Fun KENT
furnished 'v"rl1 !)0) W. Railroad.
room, electric light and bath; private
WANTED
Apprentice girl at The
entrance; no invalids taken
607 N. Economist; upstairs.
To learn
Fourth s.
t
s7
si 'J
do
FOR RENT-- Five-roocooking
house. Tfi
WANTED Woman to-Sixth st.
and general housework. Matthews'
FOR RENT Apartments In ParK Jersey Dairy.
tf
View Terrace, eight rooms each; steam
MAliK HKtif VVANTKO.
heated and all other modern conveniUAXTÉl)-- A bOJ to work in store
ences. H. H. Tilton, Room 19, Oram
'
tf
block.
;f all at S. f. RosenwaUr.s
WANTED Salesman, experienced
FOR KENT Furnished room.
' :ln any line, to
sell general stores in
X. Second st.
ii Xew Mexico. An unexcelled snecial- FOR HK.XT Kight-rooflat i'l ty
Dronosltlon.
Commissions ami
brick building, electric lisrht and ens- $35 weekly for expenses.
The Conall the latest improvements.
Corner tinental Jewelry Co., Cleveland, O.
Kuma and Eleventh st.
s S
MANAGER WANTED Every sec- POR KENT
Pleasant furnished tion to select agents for "Gameosci-once.- "
rooms in modern house. 74 S, Sc.
world's greatest new lawful
oiid st.: bath and electrl- - lights.
game for drinks or cigars: takes
place
FOR
forbidden
RENT Furnished
slot
machines;
front
played with nickels or quarters; one,
room for light hou.sekeeninir
BOB a
seven
to
persons
Arno.
can
play
at once;
If
FOR RENT 3l'3 West Pncitlc, ;t finish beautiful, like cash register.
Rented or sold on easy payments.
rooms furnished;
keys at 1101
S.
now in use. Sample sent free.
rounn st., íis.tll. W. V. Futrelle. 140,000
Proposition
will please you
if wo
116 W. Coal.
still have opening in your section.
FOR RENT
Modem furnished United Sporting Goods Mfg. Co.,
rooms, up stairs.
fino S. Second St Dept. 147. Chicago. 111.
W. V, Futrelle, 1lf, W. Coal.
if
WANTED
Young man salesman ii.
FOR RENT Three rooms, south general store, must speak
Spanish, luI
l
o
7
S. Fourth st., furnished
half.
ir la good slock keeper, and not afraid of
unfurnished. W. V. Futrelle, n w work. Give reference, experience an 1
Coal.
j j age and
state what salary expected.
Ft :
RENT Rooms for
Address p. o. Box 53, Estancia, N. M.
keeping. B24 W
ave.
WA NT
Man for road work;
FOR RENT Furnished room. 1'
salary. 2 ii U S. Second st.
tf
N. Seventh street.
tf
WANTED
Good stable man. go id
FOR RENT Furnished rooms at
tges to good man. Patterson's livery
the Roosevelt roomlne house nunc' stahle
;f
W. Railroad ave.
FOR RENT A nicely furnished
wants
w.iMMJ Woman
room with bath, electric light, etc., in
house work or chamber
private family; for gentlemen onlv. tion;
S.
Address
A.. Journal.
s!)
41'
8. Third st.
f
Lady or gentleman of
FOR RENT Modern housekeeo- - fairWANTED
education to travel and collet
ing rooms. 423 8. High st.
sit for linn of JSO.OOO.OO eanilal. Bat.
a'-i.n"- - 00 per year and expenses.
FOR REN
Pleasant furnished
rooms at .115 S. Third st.
tf Salary paid weekly and expenses ad- vanced.
References required. Ad- TOR SAfiK.
stamp. .1.
with
itress.
run s.vj.i', new gasoline engine; Per, Albuqueniuc. N. M. A. Alexa
Sty horse power, cheap. Call '24 ,t
WANTED
Gentleman or lady
Walter.
(f good references to travel and oiillec-fo-ofr
FQ H
w holesale and rein
SALE Two
ten!
limlses
lirni of large
cticip.
40, S. Arno st.
tt capital.. Salary and expenses with
FOR SAI.lv Tent house, 12x20 ti commission $1500.00 to $20011. on rjer
50
8. Walter st.
Salary and expenses paid
,15 year.
' weekly; expenses advanced.
Address
Ei R S A . K"ft.-ilronticket.
Chi
wiih stamp. Monarch Company, 125
cago via Kansas City, or will
trade
Plymouth
Place. Chicago, III.
tor merchaiiillse. 602John si. sll
WANTED Hoy or girl 1,, strip
FOR BALE Gentle YamTly driving
at H. Westerflebl'.s (K,ir fa...
horse, perfeotly sound. 4111 s. Edith
tory, L'07 Railroad ave.
f
FOR SALE tine
WAÑTKD
A dog trained lo hunt
range, one base burner, been steel
used lion and wild cat. Apply
at 615 S
three months; good as new. ( la
Arno st,
mornings. Kill V. Coal ave.
BÍ0
WANTED-Als- o A good team; no ponies,
FOR SALE
II. use, buggy and hnr- harness and Wag Oft. Address S,
uess, also saddle horse, cheap. 61;!
8 Journal,
Marquette ave.
WANTED
Position By experienced
E'll; sa I.E.
of
Miss Bragg. 101 r,
house for sale. 114 South Arno. stenographer.
ll si
Seven!
Bale commences Septerntaer 4th. sio
WANTED -- To buy a good secón
FOR SALE. The St Claire" hotel,
roll top desk with (halts. Ad'i' furnished rooms; must sell on ac
p. ft. Box 163
u
count or .sickness. Uood c bailee In dress
WANTED
make big money during fair. .1. (1.
To rent or buv force
Fortenbacher,
obout 10x60 feet at oiue. Addre
tf
M., Journal.
r
FOR SALE Fine entle saddle and"
driving pony. T. J. Sawyer, S03 W.
WANTED
Voting man or woman
for general housework. Apnlv San a
Tijeras.
Fe hospital, Dr. Cutter.
if
FOR BALE New rubber-tire- d
sur- rty, folding bed and side saddle. Room
WANTED.- To sell all kinds of slot
3, Grant building.
f machines, both new and second hand.
Second St. tf
FOR 8ALE-7-ro- Lease and furniture of Penny Parlor, 216'
house in desirable location
LOST.
everything new ami modern. Address
Li'ST Gold watch, between town
C. H., Journal.
tf and Griegos. Kinder leave at JourFOR SALE City lots tu Eastern nal ofHcoand get reward.
sTJ
addition, B0 and up. W. V. Futrell
PR6FESSI0FAtCARDSr
WANTED

n,

make better front stroke wholly visible writing machines than any competitors
can ever hope to equal.

on

On Furniture. Pianos, Omni, Horses.
WaKons and other Chattels: also on
Bala fita and warehouse receipts, as
low as 1 10.00 tmd as high as 1200.00.

live-roo-

I Today we know how to and do

T

10:30 p. in. Reckless Russell and
his high diving act.
Friday, Sept. 21. (Las Vegas Bay.)
we is
10 a. m
Sheen
The official program of the twenty- - convention
Klks
ailed
bo
opera
fair,
Mexico
to
house
Mxth annual Nan
10
a.
;tlc
IT
in.
atln
held in AlbU;Uer.tte September
a made public yesterday at the1 streets.
to 23,
:to a. m. Reckless Russell and
This his high diving act.
the association headquarters.
1 .30
pragma is l.ir and away the strongest
p.
ball at tho fair
ever Issued 01 the association in all grounda.
1 p. m.
2:25 Pace.
the years of its history. Kery day-i2:30 p. m. Running races.
tilled from early morning until late
I;4S p. in. Pingree Shoe Handicap
at night with events that crowd M for $200.
I p. in. Tf rritoiial Baby Show at
each other's heels. Tin- program la
Casino.
worth reading from start to finish.
3:30 p. in. Indian races.
shows that every man. woman and
4 p. in. - Bucking bulls.
.hlld in Albuquerque and everyone
4:30 p. ni. Balloon race.
else in New Mexico wttO unes to the
7
p. in.
good
Indian datives.
fair cannot encape having
Down Town.
time.
7:30 p. in. Carnival attra. tlons on
The program follows:

CIRCUS. MUSEUM

wc are making them better than ever today.

Balloon ascensions between Professor King, his wife anil a
monkey, the three of them cutting
loon with a parachute at the same

From Monday Until Saturday time.
Down Town.
Night a Rush of Sport:-- ,
p. in.
Indian dances.
p. m. Carnival attractions
Exhibitions, the7:30
Amusements,
streets.

We made them good to start with;

1$

klng bulls.
Indians roping horses

ALL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS PAYABLE IN ADVANCE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAMS.

HE BIG SHOW OF THE W0RLÜ

Chamlon's White
Seal Champagne stake race. 2:13 puce
for $1.000.
2:30 p. ni. Running races.
Six Days of High Class Enter- I1 I 1 !' in. llhMqisrrgMC Derby:
miles foi a purse of $400.
3:30 p. m. Kothenberg & Sch loss
tainment With Not an Idle Cigar
Company's relay race for $200
f
mile
3:45 p. ni. Ladles'
Moment in the Whole Long race.
3:50 p. m. Navajo Indian boxing
Week.
match with pillow gloves.
3:55 p. m. Siuaw race, one-ha2

have no apologies to

We

Railroad shops, lumber nulls ani ail
merchant!) and business houses close
on this day.
10:30
a.
m. Mammoth Trades'
Display and Flower Parad'.

MEXICO FAIR

CLASSIFIED ADVERTIS

s--

Day.)
Down Tomii.

FOR GREATEST NEW

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9. 1906.

OFFICE.

T. E. PURDY, Agent

'

iiirMi-

lint-soli'-

I

s,

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING

Hi

WARNING

1

Albuquerque Is Growing Faster Than Any

ON

110

City in the Southwest

OUTLOOK
REPUBLICAN

residence lots in University Heights at present prices and on present
Now is the lime to secure some choice 50-foterms $25 to $150 a lot; $5 down, $5 a month, without interest. No telling what the
next twelve months will bring forth.
ot

LEADERS SAY

HARD WORK MUST BE DONE!

Recognized That Strong Opposition is to Be Met in All
That Part of New Mexico
North of Bernalillo County.

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners
Down Town Office:

committee Is hereby called to assemLbs
ble at the Duncan opera house,
Vegas, at the hour of 10 o'clock a.
m.. on the 29th day of September,
1900, to transact any and all business
that may properly come before it.
H. Ü. BL'USUM. Chairman.
Attest:
C. V. SAFPORD, Secretary.
OXi; Of OCR MANY HOME
INDUSTRIES.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 8, iio.
In ISSfi. one Ferdinand Silva made
the tirst beer in Albuquerque.
His
plant 'consisted of a sma'l
entire
frame building on the present brewery premises.
The old íashioiie
hand process of brewing was used,
and the annual output at this earlv
period, did not exceed 110 barrels.
The number of men employed was
two. they made the beer and sold
it. which was peddled around the
town, in the same manner, as a
truck gardener supplies the grocery-me- n
with vegetables.
Ferdinand Silva, with Ills Investment of $6.000 or $7.000.00.
soon
opened a field for a larger enterprise.
Thirteen years ago. Mr. Jacob Loehs,
the present president of the company,
acquired an interest, and by his
thrift, energy and huslncs ability,
has given to Albuquerque a brewers
and ice plant, as modern and complete as any in the country.
The company today employs 10
men. and lias a yearly out-nof
:!0.000 barrels of beer, and a daily
output of 30 tons of ice. The product of this home enterprise is marketed in the two territories, as well ;
our neighboring republic. Mexico.

g
leaders of the republican
party, the men who have neld positions as leaders for many years, do
not hesitate, to sound a very detinite
warning- to the friends of statehood
for New Mexico in view of the present outlook for Joint statehood as they
see it. Since the republican commit-tt- e
meeting here, some of the republican leaders have been talking out In
meeting. In fact some of tnem talked ight out In the committee meeting
and what they had to say was warning enough. It was plain from these
expressions that certain of the northern counties were not to be considered safely for. joint statehood and since
the meeting this impression has hatí
ample continuation.
Mora county
democrats have indorsed joint statehood, but the democrats
in Mora
county are hardly In a controlling position. The republicans may endorse
joint statehood but it Is considered
county, in
doubtful. San Miguel
spite of the fact that in Las Vegas
joint statehood sentiment is strong,
will hardly give the party endorsement to statehood, while Taos and
Kio Arriba county are thought to be
in the ranks of the opposition. There
is already talk of an understanding
among the leaders of these counties
Which may ut a figure in the republican convention. While New Mexico
friends of statehood have been doing nothing, the Arizona enemies of
statehood have been at work and they
have been working vigorously.
In .Sandoval county It is said that
the two factions of the Sandoval family who control the
countv, have
patched ur a truce In order to work
bettor for statehood. There are people who say a truce has been patched
Bp to work better against statehood.
Neither report has any confirmation
and it is doubtful if there is any truce
for either purpose, but the story has
served to bring out the fact that
there is a strong sentiment in Sandoval county against Joint
statehood
and that stories of disfranchisement
bugaand all the other
boos are being industriously circulated by word of mouth and In printed
Matter. Who is behind this agitation
la something not very definitely established but a hand either at home or
abroad, thoroughly familiar with the
native people, is directing It, and the
agitation is not eontined to Sandoval
county.
Discussing the statehood outlook, a
prominent republican, one who lias
been recognized as a leader for many
Of
yenrs, last night sounded a word
warning to the friends of statehood.
"Work will have to be done if we
are to return a majority for statehood
in New Mexico." he said. "I believe
that Ihe territory Is safely tot Jolnl
statehood, but we who favor It are
doing nothing, while the opposition is
hard at work and Is losing no time.
Of course it will )e difficult to do
mm h In the wav nf an oriraniz d cam
paign until after the convention, but
even now the friends of statehood
could be doing a gn at deal of work,
for their cause, just as Hie opponents
nf statehood are doing for
theirs.
The Impression thai New Mexico people, lefl alone and without the question being intelligently presented to
them will be for Jointure, is a mistake. The people of this territory as a
whole no more relish belns united
with Arizona than do the Arizonans,
and it is only because our people see
be hopelessness of single statehood
i hat
hey cs n be brougfa t fb accept the
other. Some hard work W ill have (o
Fur-seein-

l
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Leave Selection
of Candidate to Committee
But

inate,
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Host people love moneyi

frTHnft why most people

Hart. Schaffner & Marx
or overcoat, consider all
the results of the transaction

cook with as.
- fine I IVl' nnlu
"i
vii y iavPS

suit

3

V1r

to you. Leave us mil of ii
assume thai we make a fair
profit we do.

:

XtJ

youvff(áouéh
but meats ami
veoetableyaj well.'
.

;

lint you make a better
profit than we l
you gel
on gel ahso
the cl tin's.
W o o
lately honest, a
fabric
clothe vott can re
spec! that you don't have to
apologize tor oi be ashamed
of because they re not what
they seem.
:

I

:

CALL AT OFFICE AND SEE DISPLAY OF RANGES

:

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

on sret what no "mer
cerized cotton" clothes could
ever give you- ip satis
service; shape-kee- p
Fyinj
ing service; tailoring thai
fits your ideas and shape;
stvle that's distinctive.
Y

O. &O R. G. SYSTEM
Santa

.

:4B P.

Lv
I.v

Mars
suits. $13.01) to $30.00.
&

m....Lv
m....Lv.
m....Lv..

in....

Westbound

Santa Fe
Española
Embudo
. . Baranca
. Servilleta
Tres Piedras
,. ... Antonlto
Alamosa
Puebla
Colorado Springs
Denver

I.v

m....Ar

8:20 p. ro

Ar.
Lv.

,

.I,v.
.I.v.

4:02
4:82

ti i.

Hart. Schaffner

Lt.

:00

:

r nigh!

.

12:61 p.
2:11

8:20
2:00
4:26
7:20

10, 190ft.

Stations

East bound
11:00 a. m.

Such clothes preserve and
strengthen a man's self re
spect: "mercerized cotton'
makes a man ashamed to
look his clothes ill the face

Effective December

Ilrnnch

I

,v

1:2(1

....

1

2

:

2

8

Lv, .11:28
Lv. ,.10:2
Lv. .10:00

Lv., ,. 8:10
41
Lv., ..
Lv. ..11:86
Lv., .. 8:40
Lv., . 7:80

m
m

m
m
m

.

Connections At Antonito for Ourango, Sllverton and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and intermpiliate points via cither the standard
gauge line via La Veta Pass or the narrow gauge line via Salida, making the
entire trip In daylight and passing through the famous Kojal Gorge, also for
all points on Creede branch.
4j
Trains stop at Embuda for dinner where .good meals are served.
A. S. BAHNEY, Agent. Santa
HOOPER, . P. A. Denver.

S. K.
1).

V.

P.

O.

Bachechl, Trens
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Successors

to

Eakln
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all--
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N. M.

Chas. Mellnl, Sec

Pres.
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University Dotes

WH0LB8ALK

Simon Stern

The

Ma

DEALERS IN

WINES, LIQUORS

handle everything In our line.
Write for Illustrated Catalogue nnd
i'rlee 1, 1st, Issued to dealers only.
We

R.Ave. Clothier

BOTH

PHONES

wear this season ask to stc

"'

CIGARS

&

Stein-Bloc- k

M
PPNERAIi DIRECTOR
LICENSED KMBALHER
Auto. Phone
Cok. PI tone it 388

nobby clothes"

in this country is being shown in an endless variety of patterns at this store.

A brief hls-- :
"The Juvenile Court."
tory of this Innovation in Juvenile
proceedings as given, the method of
procedure, and the great value being
found in separating children offenders
from old .offenders In trial and In af
ter treatment.
"Lovers and Lunatics" is a great
combination, but they appear at lOlks'
opera house next Tuesday evening in
a University cart under the management of the Athletic association! R
8 Is a laughable farce, bright and active
2 from the start, and Ihe characters are
vcll chosen and drilled by Professor
Í Crum.

Business Suits, (grey mixtures)
Dress Suits, (very nobby)
Extra Fine Suits, (black or fancy)

CITY CHEMIST ON
TYPHOID MATTER

j.

f

PACT PROVEN,

2

should

M

i

wJii,

's

Neat grey mixtures are in great demand

bv the nobby dressers this fall,

'

To the Editor

Journal

AlbiiiieriUe

Mnriiln

vie

j$
$ J 0.00 to $12.50
$15.00 to $22.50
$22.50 to $30.00

i

The dlSOUSSlOn

111

the

AlbUSjUf fQÜ

papers regarding typhoid must appl
very unsatisfactory to all who are In
Dr. Fesl, if
terested III the ouestion
Lai eg,is, rei oris a certain samphi f
wale.- t;ikcn from H well at Matthews'
dairy M "dangerous In the highest de
grec." while the report of the city
chemist to the council.
pronoiincis
this well hs "uncontaminated by ty- phoid ."
the
circumstances a
t'nder
critical examination of the situation
will be appreciated hy the public
The writer has before
him Dr.
Fest's report and has ' examined it
carefully: In this report under the
head of "total solids" Is stated, "about
1,180 parts per 1,809,869."
In February, I89S, the writer made an analysis
Of RIO Granda river water (See
PiP,
Hadley Cllmatologlcal Laboratory Vol.
III.. No 11.) when the river was run
lng quite full and was conseiptentiv
very muddy.
The total solids consist
Ing of suspended mutter and salts In
solution was l.ooo parts per 1,999499,
Comparing this result with Dr. Fest's
we flnd that the sample analysed hy
him contained a half more Impurities
than the Itlo Grande rlyer during
semi-floo- d
conditions. This Is certainly a very remarkable result: nor em
it he explained by carolessncss hi anexIs
alysis, for the determination
ceedingly simple. The prnces
vesIn evaporating In a suituble
a
sel ( preferably platinum
certain
meusuredquantlty of the water, drying'
con-tfls-

ls

Stetson Special
We are exclusive distributors of the Special Derby
and Soft Dress Hats. Price
Paragon Trousers are ait, per pair

Copy'ght IfOi

H6uit

if Kuppmhiri"if

E. L.

i

B.K.ADAMS

The Finest Men's Clothing

-

one-side-

Convince Even the Most
Otoro
Skeptical of lis Truth.
2
Quay
If there is Ihe slightest doubt In
2
Roosevelt
the minds of nnv that
Dandruff
1
Rio Arriba
germs
do not exist, their belief Is
S
Ml til,,
I COIMntlled
a rabbit
hy
fact
the
that
ta
Santa Ke
Innocubitcd with Ihe germs tcnmw
San Miguel
j bald in six weeks' time.
Sierra
'
Socorro
the only nrevenUor,
I therefore that
Torranqe
f ii,..
i. ,h ,iMir..ii,.
13 nr Ra ,i
which act Is successfully a,-8 Berm
i
In one hundred per cent.
Tdos
hy the application of New-hrocases
'
l.'nlon
Hernlelde.
No oroxks will be allowed except
DanarUR Is causeii py tne same
when such proxies are held by bona
and can
fide residents of the countv froin'aerm which causes haldness
m.,,,. ihiuj
vov mum
mi
which asid delegates may nave Doen uc Newbrn's
Herplclde.
elected.
Accept no substitute. "Destroy the
All countv conventions for the election of the delegates from Ihe various cause von remove tlte effect."
Seo I
to
Sold bv lesdlng druggists.
ountles are herOV required day
of 10c In stamps for samnle to The
'
pet liter than the 26th
Herplclde Co.. Detroit, Mich. TI. II.
September.
A meeting- of the territorial central Brlggs & CO., Special Agents.
-

Will Not Nom-

Santa Fe

here and buy a

fJ

r

1

'J

McKlnley
Mora

Rumor Now That Convention

AN

,uP

f8.

discuss the story for publication, although one or two of them refer to
They asit as a democratic dream.
sert that the action of the committee
Andrews
Wednesday In endorsing
gives the sentiment of the committee
as It exists at present. The stories of
a oossible candidate
in opposition to
the delegate comes from the northern
counties.
Call for l."s Vegas Convention.
The official call for the republican
convention to be held in Las Vega
September l9lh was Issued yesterday
as follows:
Republican
Centra!
Headquarters
Committee. Santa Fe. X. 'M September 8, 1901.
Pursuant to authority of the republican territorial central committee. I
the undersigned, chairman of the territorial republican central lommlttee
of Xew Mexico, do hereby call a convention to he held at the hour of 2;30
p. m., at rhe Duncan Opera house, in
the city of Las Vegas, on the 29th
day of September. 1ÍI06, for the pur-pi- e
of nominating a candidate foi
delegate to the sixtieth national congress and for the purpose of transacting such other huslness as may properly come before said convention.
The various counties In the territory-arentitled to representation in said
convention as follows:
Hernallllo
2
Chaves
Colfax
II

LiinH

cii-clu-

COUNTY CONVENTION
IGNORES STATEHOOD'

If you come in

NEARLY Al l. THE,
l
AND DRUGGISTS
TOWN AND WE W 11,1, IM'HI.ISII A SANTA EE CONVENTION
1,1 ST OP THEIR
e ui'oe ail men to
NAMES SOON". W.
MAY MAKE NO NOMINATIONS
V. I I TREI,I,E. GENERAL AGENT.
In this connection there is a little
over
our line this week, The
Informrumor to the effect tnat well nominaDisplay This Week ut ed
Window
is hp ire or less de
slock
trot expect a
do
democrats
Hy the greatBchUtt's Candy Store.
congress to be
to
delegate
for
tion
pleted
after the Territi rial
est
institution in this pi, nlc by the convention which .WW
educational
world.
Fair.
meet in Santa Fe Wednesday after-of
the matter
Money, sums to Butt, W. 7. Fu- - noon. It is said that candidate
m.n
selecting the parly's
relie, agent, 116 W. C
be left in the hands of the executive
being emIf you need a fariienter telephone committee, the committee
powered to act after the republican
llcsselden. Auto Phone
Two I'urpdaes AccothpllHlicd.
Vegas. September
convention in
Posting nun nyaáing out statements
ne
a candidate.
named
21th
has
Grocery
Bargains
Divines Dollar
one writing by the use nf tile
democrts, it is said, want to wait and ;it
Cull us
"' on page t. oiuinn ...
convention MlAicnu'nl i.eiitei' Hystenj.
oe what the republican
tip nuil we will explain more fully.
ii
la going to do. as it is claimed
ig8,
Atllo pilone
Ml. iK'
ale
lllisni
:mi
il. s. Litlijrow .v Co,
some difference in the democratiJournal building.
Antonio J 0e nil is now be - Bookbinders,
noniing mentioned as rhe democrats ably
";
Inaa
Mr .tosenh has served
OPKNTNG lAV.
congress ami is a ver:- strong man.
Joint
Monday, Sept, 1.
tie is a consistent advocate ofis being
The bovs are moving into the new I Statehood,
Afternoon and Evening.
one other man
he
hut
dormitory.
AM) COBWMKS.
.MII.MNKIIV
mentioned for the nomination
Von ;ue invited to attend,
President Tight' attended the sessions is being referred to geuei illy as, the
R.
of the territorial hoard of education dark horse.
III!' ECONOMIST,
Friday and Saturday, at Santa Fe,
Music,
Why the democrats should expect a Souvenirs
The enlarged dining room is already ant rlomire in the nrobablo course "I
crowded to its capacity at the noon the republican
convention as laid
dinners, when about' titty daily appear down In the committee meeting lien-laslife.
of
for the substantial
Wednesday, is not made plain hut
The annual University picnic- was some of them profess to bcPeve that
A
held Saturday, at Bear Canyon.
there !s imposition to the renomlna-tlo-Inn
' yon aant to know, what stylith dressers will
good crowd went.
It was the desire
of Delegate W. H. Andrews.
to go to a new place and an effort was spile of the hearty expression of IBS
made to try San Domingo de Vaca, committee, and Indeed, it Is ruinoreil
but the drive was regarded too hard.
some persistence that certain
with
,,r tlic norih countrv are .let tl
The tirst football practice game of
campus
on
the season was played
the
ally banded against him and that tlM)
Friday
at the closo of w III be in a position to have their say
afternoon
regplayed
Ihe
The
"scrubs"
.school.
when the convention meets.
ulars, and although the score was
Republic!! leaders decline to eoti-- i
a little
It to 2, In favor of sider the rumor, and fay there Is m
the regular team, the scrubs put up a present prospect of anything but bar-- 1
goorl strong resistance.
Mr. An-- l
muny and agreement on
On Wednesday the enrollment stood drews.
even for boys and girls, 63 of each.
Democrats asked as to the plans of
The boys like to he In the majority, the Santa Fe convention last night
Kelly
Clyde
consequently when
of
expressed the belief that the nonilna- Iowa, registered on Thursday tlon would he made In Ihe convention.
morning and turned the scale the felThere seems to he no difference of
lows at assembly counted in regular opinion as to the probable action 0
order up to 64.
the Santa Fe convention on statehood.
a
The question is asked. "Will the Joint statehood
will
receive
University be represented in the
fine or two
hearty endorsement.
We can't answer the ques-- ! democrats of Influence sav that the
tlon but have every reason to believe convention may take no action at all
that a grand showing COUld be made on the question but the prevailing
this year, and variety added to the opinion is that Jointure will be etii
great procession on Thursday morn- dorsad,
ing.
Professor Hodgln occupied assembly period Friday with a discussion of
HE SOLD

Humor of Another Candidate,

Eddy
Grant
Lincoln
Leonard Wood

South Second Street, First National Bank Building

--

GROCERS

The rumor that another candidate
is in the field, or preparing to enter
the Held against Delegate Andrews,
Mini
no continuation among
could
any of the republicans who have been
in Albuquerque within the past two
days,
nne and all, they decline to

Dona Ana

SANTA FE

.

me."

'.

10

The democratic convention in the
city hall yesterday morning was a
strictly business nifetlng. Aside from
the nomination of delegates to thes
territorial convention, the chief busi-neof the meeting, no action of any
kind was taken. The delegation to go
to Santa Fe Is us follows:
Summers Hurkhart. A. B. McMlllen,
Leonardo Hunick, U. X. Manon,
H.
J
WAS A VERY SICK HOY
Frank Moore. W. S. Hopewell.
McCutch-eon- .
Hut Cured by CliunilM'rluln's
Colli), Wroth, D. H. Cains, J. H.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
The meeting was called to order DJ
"When my boy was two years old he
had a very severe attack of boWel County Chairman Hurkhart and busi-no
complaint, but by the use of Chambertime was lost in proceeding to
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea ness. 'Mr. Burkhart as chairman and
Remedy we brought
him
out a!! Thomas K. Motrin were retained as
right," says Maggie Hickox. of Mid- the permanent organization and after
reland. Mich. This remedy can be de- the committee on credentials had was
pended upon In the most severe cases. ported a committee on delegates
o allow
Even cholera infantum is cured by it. named and' a recess taken
Follow the (Slain printed directions time lor preparing the report. Five
and a cure Is certain. For sale by all minutes later the committee reported
druggists.
and the convention adjourned without
having taken any action on anything
TEXAS CARLSBAD WATER Wil l, else. The statehood question was

i

ili

DEMOCRATS 5ELEC1
DELEGATES

119

the residue, and then weighing it. The
calculation is a matter Ol elemental. v
arithmetic it would he a gross Injustice to Infer thai Dr Fesl could nit
make such a del, miiiatimi.
Granting thai ihe simple of water
analyzed by Dr. Fesl contained I .SOU
parts of solids per 1.000,000, then th
remainder of the report Is quite 'n
harmony with this result. Even th
"d angerous in Ihe highest degree" IS
possible and. Indeed, highly probable
Water containing a half more impurities than Itlo Hi. mile river water in
semi-floo- d
time would be condemned
by Its very appearance and It wouli
no expert to condemn It either. That these ni ids are not ordinary
salts such as sodium, chloride,
carbonate etc is shown oy the
exceeds 2
fad that "total (Nitrogen)
parts per 1,000. eon " It may be staled that onv part of nitrogen per
parts of water would be a bad
water.
Is
quite uhni pessary to enter furIt
ther into the analysis by Dr. Fest. Any
person In Albuquerque can drive out
to Matthews' dairy and can oohvlncii
himself that tin well water has no n
semblance to tin- Rio Grande riv ..
but is a pure, clear water, and the
Writer will yolich thai il does nut contain 1,600 parts solids per 1,000,000.
The question arises, how can Dr
It
Fest's analysis be possible?
Mat
does not apply to tinthews well. If the vessel In win
the sample was taken was accidentally
broken by the express messenger, a .
he substituted another jug tilled from
the roadside, then 11
sime slough by agu
es very wail With
whole analysis
the ample.
Every person who has visited lb"
Matthews' dulry knows very well that
i is kept In most excellent condition,
that It Is run on the basis of the best
approved dalr practice; and that I's
owner and manager Is progressive and
careful to a remarkable degree. That
such a dairv (the largest about
should suffer through soma
error for which the owner Is not responsible seems highly unjusi.
As to the present situation regarding typhoid, the writer does not care
to advance any theory. The dala thus
to au
far Indicate that it Is not due mipp'v.
infection at the water or mil
be
It is well known that typhoid
earned in other ways than by milk or
witer The question will be Invest Igs
nd farther as time win permit; but until adequate data are at hand, il won e
be unwise to advance any theory regarding the 'suj'.icct
In closing. T may State that the
above was wtrtten with. nit Mr. Mai
M
thews' knowledge or suggestion
purpose is simply lo right an evident
Voiiis respectfully,
error.
JOHN WKINZIItl,.
City Chemist
September S. 1906.
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$6.00
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$4.00
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HOW "Bi'CKY" O'SEILL
GOT HIS NAME

IDUNBARS

Discussing the monument that bit
In Arizona are to bull I
ta "Bucky" O'Neill. the famous
JllOtf..

IMll.T

C

Uui-nal--

TuUsVifrX

Modern Business Methods Demand Modern
Office Furniture Globe-Wernkk- e
Elastic
Sectional Book Cases and Filing Cabinets are
standard. We are the Exclusive Agents,
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ESTATE

COLUMN

loyal Mend
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REAL

Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postoffica at Albuouerone. N. M. .1. v writes t, ,',
ri.... - .,.. ..J
(
under set of congress of March S. 187
ft rá it l
on l.
ü
"AN "N GOOD ROL
- t'V
THK MOTIVING JOl RW AL IS THE LEADING HK1M BI.U.W mi'l 11 ípuTof SatSood : t Writ
ODD SIZE WINDOW SHADES MADE TO ORDER OUR SPECIALTY
OF NEW MEXICO. SI ITOBUXO TOE PRINCIPLES OF THE REPUB"I am ono of perhaps not more than
Telephone us when you want your Furniture Packed or Bepaired
LICAN PARTY ALL THE TIME AND THE METHODS OF THE IUEPL'B-IJCAthree or four persons, who remember.
FOR RENT,
FARTV WHEN THEY AHE RIGHT.
how the famous Arizona rough rider t room. Tijeras ave., $1- - ".
ave., $11
got his sporty sobriquet of "Bttckv''
adoba house, Keie-heLarger circulation than any other paper In New Mexico. The only paper o'.WIII. It occurred In this way. "It j
house, brick. South Broad-wa- s
In the memorable year of RSI. at
la New Mexico issued every day la the year.
wa'. $14.00.
Albuquerque. New Mexico, that hur- house South Thlro st., $20.00.
HOI SK FVUXISllKKS.
NEW AND
house North Fifth st.. $30.00. SKCONDIIANL.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation ratina Mian la accorded rah year, when the newly discover, d
WE BUY HOUSESecond
N'Tth
brick,
modern.
southwest
was
woolIts
any
at
any
In
paper
wildest and
to
Albuquerque or
other
other dally In New Mexico." The
HOLD GOODS. 21 W. GOLD AYE.
THE FURNITURE MAN
at. and Roma ave. $35.00.
iat. William O. O'Neill and myself
American Newspaper Directory.
G. Nf RISEN. MANAGER.
were hardly more than hoys at th"
house, modern, Coal avenue,
4
Auto. Phono
Corner Coal and Second
Colo. Phone 177
time. He was court stenographer if
$2.00.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
beautifully
the
In,
tcrsecond
of
house
near
Judicial
district
the
year
Dally, by mall, ona
In advanca
$5.00
and I was private secretary for! nlshcd: everything modern; furni-th- e
Dally, by carrier, one month
(a
general manager of the great
ture will be sold lo renter, cheap,
Dally, by mail, ono month
trunk line of railroad then being rem- 5
FOB SALE,
structed wa st to California. Being the
JteUblUheJ 1S7I
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO only Stenographer! In the place, andU-roohouse furnished. In a cornl
we naturally chummed It a
cation. Price. $1,100. Pari cash and
SUNDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER
.
mm.
good deal. Karl A. Snyder, now a
payments, balance at 8 per cent
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN
lawye r at Ito'swell, Ñ M..
tercst.
If entrusted to Tin- - Williams' Drag Cotnnany will receive the peinoiial attenbetwej.i
was then clerk of the court at Albu- - Two lots,
Mare,uette av.
t
tion of one of the fiini, both of whom arc druggists of niuny
c00.
II
p
.111.1
t
Fl
f
St
iwl
CCIIernlle c.n.lr.r
Fourth
tra
Agsnt for Mitchell Wagons
acres of land,
was then and still Is one nf the staid- - Good house with 1
yean mpetktnae.
,
Prompt tree delivery.
est and most religious lawyers yotll near in; line fruit trees, etc., at a
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
bargain.
ever saw. but a line fellow with all, al- though as O'Neill put it; he wouldn't j
house. North Eighth St., near
a
sleep in a room with a pin cushion,
Mountain Road, $l,60n.
N ITS columns of gleanings from its own flics of twenty-fiv- e
because the
eclles have yes! No i 7 room brick heuse, modern, on good
vears
corner West CoaT avenue.
O'Neill
was
never
recluse, and white
the PhoentS. BaMttS has this I taail "New Mexico is to have a terri- not immoral in anva gross
"
sense, would Two lots on Marquette avenue
THE BLUE FRONT
tween Fourth and Filth Sta.- torial fair at Albuquerque. It I hoped that the example will be followed never have been a success as a monk,
tmcnl
land
aeres
a
half
and
evervOne
as gambling surrounded
Both Telephones.
ty Arizona next year. Meanwhile we wish our neighbors success in and
117 West Railroad Avenue
DOdy and everything there in
half mile from poste.lt n Une trun
there,
n houBC.
thfir worthy enterprise."
.lavs. ilk., the cannon at Falaklava. ne trees, etc.: with fr-- r
All kinds of mill work a
Two lots, corner Sixth and West COdl
That Waa Just .i quart ar of
century ago, when what is now the city of naturally bucked about everything
specialty. The right placa
ave.
the shape of a "amo of chance that
Albuquerqua was merely a humb't of two or three dozen houses., gathered his leisure, his luck or his salary per- for good work at low price
house. North Fifth street, wi n
bath, etc., line lot and shade tree.
rd station house of the Atchison, Topoka & Santa mitted. This cans. . him to be late at
n.imd the little rough-bo- a
$1,800.
court few mornings, and as he never
Fa railroad, and its population consisted of not more than two hundred and made any
modern.
LOVE,
house in Highland!:
A
secret of his doings he often
Una corn or, $2,soo.
fifty people, nearly all fresh from Kansas. The attempt to set up a "terrior
m
told Snyder
luck thai
his good or
408 S. First St.
468
phone
Auto
house la a good location
night. Snyder once In a while
torial" Institution, by "city" of such proportions, which was not then even previous
$2,260.
took him to task about his devotion
a county seat, was dec idedly nervy, hut nerve was one of the Kansas things to the goddess of chance, but It did Four houses on South Hroaaway,
jYefcf Mexico
modern; will sell singly or all, at a
which tha people of the town had brought along with them, and they used not appear to have any effect. At last'
bargain.
the clerk got to calling him "Duc ky
it. and have been using it ever since, and this accounts for the fact that the and asking him each morning 'Well, Large and small ranches for sale near
Bucky,' what sort of a layout we e
InahjaiOeaai hamlet ot that time Is the metropolis of the southwest today.
in. Tract of land on the Mesa, eat
you Up against last night? One morn- Home Office: Albuquerque, New Mexico
of the cltv.
But wc are wandering from our text.. The New Mexico Territorial Fair ing when he was more than usually
Some fine lots on Tijeras avenue; ano
aaaorfalttOII had been duly organized, and had provided Itself with posters late and a case was called requiri ig
avenue.
on West Coal
printed la letters of the largest and reddest sort, and Its officers used sta- the services Of the stenographer,, the House and 3 lots on North Fourth St.,
clerk rushed into the sheriff's office
$1,000,000.00
14 rooms In a fine location.
AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
BUILDERS, ETC., ETC
' r
tionery Just as elegant as any fair could boast, but it had neither fair grounds and told that official
to send
and houses for sale In all parts of HOUSE
io.ts
CASH PAID IN
$ 110,000.00
nor building's In fact It had but very little Of anything aside from the valu- "Bucky" O'Neill quick, as he was j the city.
a defWity out pour acres of land In the city limits,
needed The she iff
able asset referred to In the foregoing paragraph. Hut a prominent native to make Inquiry for sent
Having consolidated the Phoenix
Bucky." and ;.s
with good house and stable, fruit
trees, etc.. in a fine location.
citizen kindly granted the use of forty acres of the Hat meadow land west of was the custom In the west In those
end Superior Plaining Mills, the
President .Joshua S. Hajnoleis.
at.
near
Sixth
.1 ij
Gold
ay
on
West
Lot
stuck, and so this one
town, and this allowed ample provision to be made for all the exhibits and Btuck, nicknames
machinery being of the latest deEdith st..
Vice President!
Sol. Luna, Albuquerque, N. 31.; C. F. Alnswortb,
and stuck hard, it followe d Corner Iron a v. . Hand
.
nouse moot-im
signs mid t makes, we lire prePhoenljr, Ariz.: R. 3. Palen, Santa Fe, N. 31.
,iv..,,a" ...-.!,,
BPOrta IB tha ring, and two or three adobe buildings in the old town were him I,,
.I,e
.. .
l,,ilv. J ,.,.
'
good stable. This
sidewalks;
cement
Secretary and General Manager J. II. O'lUclly.
pared to do all kinds of MILL
rented, which furnished quarters' for the agricultural products, the mineral it followed him through all the years
property will be sold cheap if taken
and towns and mountain ranges of
once.
Treasurer
Frank sicKcc.
never
at
before
price
a
at
WORK
finé
exhibits, and the
arts display. Thus everything was rosy, and we Ml that great territory, and finally it
Hoiine ani lot on South Second st. be- itAttorney A. B. McMUlen.
cbtciuplcd in New Mexico.
lowed him intei the ppantah-Atween Lead and Coal avenues, at
rlcan
looked forward to a grand time "next week."
Medical Director Dr. 3. H. Wroth.
bargain.
war, and into the trench w here he m 't
The oldest inhabitant had never known rain to fall In October, but on his death
Executive Committee M. W. lTouruc-y-, A. B. 31c31lllen, Sol. Luna,
fighting for his country a, id
BUSINESS CHANCES.
give estiO'RieUy, Joshua S. Raynolds.
We will ue glud
II.
J.
that particular October morning when the fair was advertised to begin the risking h'S life for a star. Just before Good ranches
aale
city
for
near tha
he left for Arizona he came to me oOT
mates on anything from the mill
Drices.
at
reasonable
clouds also took occasion to begin, and they wept copiously, not only the first evening
and told me of his Intention,
worl: of a home to muklng a
Insurance. Houses foi Rein,
day, but the second, and all the other days of the week except Saturday and told me to go to the judge and get Hre
window screen and will guaran- Rents Collected. Taea Paid, and
entire cliiinrp taken of i,ronertr for
satisfaction.
when the sun rose in a clear sky. and barring the mud. we had regular New his job, that It would give me an OpSpecial Inducements to Good Men to Act as Agents
residents and
portunity to finish my reading for adMexico weather, but the track was utterly Impassable and of course nothing mission te the bar, etc. I did, and got
CO. H. DUNBAR
We then and there pledged
OUld be done, but as everybody wanted to see the races the management the Job.
THE SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
Gold Avenne nd Third
Comer
to
Other,
friendship
eternal
each
announced that the fair would be continued through the coming week. Sun-'- I agreed to keep track of each other
PLANING MILL COMPANY
vas another beautiful day. but with Monday morning the ralu camo and so on. Time passed on. O'Neill
STEAM Olí HOT WATER HEAT
became .successively ranchman, mln r,
Is beyond doubt the most efficient (or
again, and poured down Just the same as before for live consecutive days
sheriff, etc and ran for congress, I
heating buildings of all kinds. Our
and thus ended the' first fair. All the out of doors features were ruined, the practiced law. broke Into the legislafacilities for lilting up residence',
congress,
ture
into
but
caen
and
stoics, office or factory buildings, etc .
halls had but few visitors, and the management was "In the hole." But the
&
.watched the other's fortune, with the
arc exceptionally good. Owners of
saddest picture of all was In the "line arts" department. To make an attrac- Interest Of a brother. Ó'NetU's history
real estate will Unci it greatly to thftlr
tive exhibit In this hall the patriotic ladle of the place had brought out their is now interwoven with that of the
IN REAL ESTATE
Interests to get our estimates,
DEALERS
oui
his name Is in the hull of
luiiTs ni be the most reasonable ami
silk quilts, and tidies, and precious heirlooms of every sort to decorate tho nation;
fain.
Peace to his heroic ashes.
by
work
our
none.
excelled
Ave
Gold
West
208
walla, and the whilom dull adobe room was transformed Into a veritable Whe n the Spanish war broke oUl
who
bower Of beauty. The mud roof shed the water, or absorbed It. at first, and the re were two men in the nation
could no more help going to It than
WE HAVE FOR SALE
We carry the Finest Line af
gave very fair protection during most of the first week, hut by the time the the loadstone can help turning toward
Garden Hose In the City.
ED. PIN.M D K EAti DE
louds made their second assault upon It the earth over head had become the north; they were Theodore Rooso
vail
O.
They
O'Neill.
and
William
ranging
from
A
small
ranchea,
few
QUININE FRENCH
thoroughly - Unrated, and the water came through it as through a sieve; It both went. When O'N'elll passed my
Standard Plumbing and
three to ten acres each; all under
HAIR TONK HAS
leaked at every pore and poured at every leak, and as the nasty 'dobe mud home tow n on his way east to the war
ditch and under high state of cultiA UNIVERSAL
Up
BEEN
company,
his
me
with
he
wired
Heating Company.
In
dirty
over
tro kled down
streams
the beautiful and valuable keepsakes, the COme to the. depot to see him. ' 'f
vation.
FAVORITE
sight was really pitiable.
Also, desirable lota in the different ad
Colo. Phone, R 284.
Auto. Phone Í71
course 1 went. He enthused me lnt.1
CaBVcjtlOHT
413 West Railroad Ave.. Albuauorqu
city.
to
the
ditiona
Hut wc do things differently now. and If you are on hand a week from laving aside everything and making
DELIGHTFUL
IT is
up my
to
a company a. el
We have several small collages, well
tomorrow morning you can see what progress has been made in this line go along.mindI wa ntraise
PREPARATION FOR
right to the
In, for sale on reasonable terina.
office and wired our governor
since the first fair.
KEEPING THK SCALP
for a commission. I got an innm dial
I
V
A
AND HAIR
a a answer that the last one had been giva
Colorado 'Phone, Black 144
HEALTHY CONDITION,
en fifteen minutes before to Major
Llewellyn, Then i tried RoosoveR, hot
a
hi' had reached the limit also, ami I
SEE DISPLAY IN
couldn't "get to go." That was and
WINDOW OF
OUR
Is the greatest regret of my life.
FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
Let
THK GENUINE
a a no say tills, If O'Neill hail lived
a
am
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,
IMPORTED.
m
ADDRESS recently delivered before the. British Medic al association, sure he would have, divided the honors
1'.
He
of
preside
nt.
war
with
had
the
Cement, Building Paper, etc., always on hand.
is a valuable contri hut Ion to In
All by its president. In.
him to do It. But It was not to be
I
lio Literatura oi thai Important body, while it li at the same timo the fute, the foreonllnation, the powTHE PRESCRIPTION
I document of more than ordinary Intere st to the layman because it er, or whatever it Is, that had Theogo
was,
dore Roosevelt born when he
DRUGGIST
shows him In terms whl. h he can understand, the wonderful progress that to college, to ranching and to Writing
dlel,
he
genas
tho
him
endowed
by
during
with
that
the science of medicine
has been made
the last two or three
ALIUIQITERQUE, NEW MEXICO
he has. that sent hlm to War,
south
erations. It was especially Interesting to follow the doctor's naration of th brain
203 West Railroad Avenue I
made him gove rnor of New York, vise
The Al varado Pharmacy
discoveries which have been made during recent years, and which enahle th" pre sident and president, that willed it j
physic an to work with less pain to the patient and with the greater hope of that McKlnley and 11, nina should st p
aside as they did, willed it otherwise,
triumph over the disease. It Is a fact that medicine, thanks to the labors Of O'Neill, the generous, the chivalrous,
H. Brlggs A Co., Proprietirs
First Street and Gold Ave
specialists, has been revolutionized in many of its branches.
The terroM aye the brave, 'sleeps where southernbevines are dressed,' and Roosevelt
Doth Phones
hay been taken from some diseases, while in surgery wonders have been Wilts
to
be,
was
tn
he
made
what
oí
HEADQUARTERS FOB
man
greatest
tus
Through
I
of
time.
accomplished.
the application
anaesthetics and antisepti.s tic
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
operations once so full of clanger and so fruitful of pain have been shorn of
HARProgresa,
ON
our
PRICES
Wonderful
LOW
their horrors. It Is a subject of regret that the success which has accomThe brocreM of met hods of travel
panied the fight against certain of our enemies has not been achieved in fh.3 unci Communication have more than
NESS, SADDLES AND
pact with the growth of the
case of the white plague and of cancer. But It Is a satisfaction to know that kept
teleountry, Tha telegraph
altd
SADDLERY
GOODS
the struggle has not been abandoned, nnd that the battle Is still on. Devoted phone bring distant cities Into inInterest Paid on Time Deposits-Saf- ety
exwhile
stant
communication
fast
ni ii are studying these diseases, and It Is possible that the Inspiration which
press traína make tri:is across tho
BogSS
Deposit
for ltent. Drafts Issued on All Parts of the World.
408 West Railroad Avenue
gave remedies for other assailants of the human system may cllcover the entire continent.
In medicine conbeen
has also
remedy that will put an end to these most dftaded foes. The discussion of siderable progress
n
We Want Your
so with the
Business
But not less so made, especially
the victories already achieved by medicine was Important.
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was the president's observations on the cause of many of (he Ills from which ters r,.'l veins ago.
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headache, vomiting, Indigestion, dysabsorbed. In this way we are told rheumatism Is produced.
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r rantic Work by Comrades

I

Correspondence Mornine Journal.
Lofdnburg, X. M., Sept. 8. Af
ter being buried like a rat in a hole
facing
for fifty-fou- r
and
hours
death by drowning for half ;i day,
Floit-ntineFuentes, ;i miner,
:s
resc ued from a raved In drift In ths
Nelly Illy mine, near here, Saturd.iy
afternoon, little the worse for his
When he was
terrible experience.
taken out Fuentes calmly asked for a
cigarette, and when nsked If he was
hungry, said no. He believed he had
been In the mine only twelve hours.
While In the drift water entered tic
hole, and the horrified miner va ti
ed it rise, inch by inch, until it was
When he had
.lost tinder his chin.
given himself up for lost the water
broke through the caved In debrb
and ran off.
Jesus Soto, foreman of the tinder
grouad work on the Nellie lily, was
which
also caught in the cave-in- ,
Thursday noon, when thirty
of
was
tilled
Up in a J
feet
the drift
moment by a huge slide.
Soto was!
burled to his hips by the falling
ground, and being on the side next
to thK shaft, was easily released.
caught In the far end Of
Twenthe djrlft beyond the cave-ity men, under the feverish direction
of Soto, were at once set to work to
get thjeir comrade out. They worked
in relays and on Friday succeeded in
getting a pipe through the till and establishing communication with FuSaturday
entes.
afternoon,
after:
fifty-rtv- e
hours .of frantic work. Soto
men
were rewarded by the
and tyis
of Fuentes, who is Soto's
release
nephew.
All hands were so exhausted that
they were laid off for a rest of several (feiys.

-'

.
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A FEW KXPKRT OPINIONS.
I find myself constantly consulting It. It deserves all the good
things that are being said about It. Henry Wade Rogers, L.L.D.,
Northwestern University, Kvanston, 111.
Its form and size are most, convenient. Its range is very wide.
The statements, discussions and presentations are comprehensive,
accurate. Henry G. Weston, President C'rozer Theological Seminary.
I am particularly well pleased witli the clear, concise manner in
which it treats of Scientific and Philosophical subjects, giving full
presentation of topics within a small compass In language that can
be comprehended by the ordinary reader. Henry P. Kmersmi,
Superintendent of Public Schools, IluiTulo, New York.
I know of no work of similar character which I would willingly
accept in its place. James ). l aii vlnl I,
Oberlin
College.
My family as well as myself are much pleased; the size of the
volumes is so much more convenient for handling than the large
and heavy volumes of other cyclopaedias. G. H. MeKlroy, Ph. I).,
I). I
Adrian College, Mich.
In all respects answers my expectations comprehensive, accurate
nnd compact. Prof. Day, Yale I'niverslty.

tation, and at the end of the luncheon
next day, whtin the eol'LVe,-liquoail
cigarettes were brought on, he drew a
bulky manuscript from his pocket ami
begged h ave to read a comedy 'o
Monsieur Duval, for he was a playtnf.1
wright, too.
"nuvui consentid, and listened
to the reading. At the end
the young man sild:
" 'Well monsieur, what do you think
of It?'
"Duval smiled as he replied:
" 'Could you oblige me with 'the loan
of a hollow key?' "
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Horse Racing, Baseball, Relay Races, Ladies'
Races, Indian Sports, and Montezuma Ball

RECKLESS RUSSELL
The One Legged Wonder, in ;i Thrilling Leap for Life form a
Hundred foot Platform.
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Startling Walloon Races and Parachute Drops
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and Free
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Events on the Streets

Shows

anil Night

Poultry Show, Baby Show, Jersey Stock Show, Trades Display. Flower
Parade, Sheep and Wool Growers' and Retail Merchants' Conventions
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DAYS OF SENSATIONAL ACTS

No. II
IIAKRINOTON & CO.,
131 W. 3lst St., New York City.
Please send me, free, for inspection
a set of tin- - Imperial Encyclopaedia,
Dictionary and Atlas.
If satisfactory, I will remit $3.00
after C days' examination, and $3.00
per month until paid in full.
English Buckram, $:ts.on; (to vols.)
818.00; (10 vols.)
Hair Morocco
If not satisfactory, I will return the
books at your expense, as soon as I
receive shipping instructions from
you. Title to remain In j'ou until all
payments ate made.

Missouri Pacific
New York Central

i.lUtt

17-2-

I

6

(PREPAID)

FOR 30 DAYS ONLY

,

'V.

making it workable,

We will send you (express prepaid) a set of THE N1AV
IMPERIAL (40 vols.) in either the Kngllsli Buckram or
Half Morocco binding. Examine them at your leisure. If satisfied, send us $3.00 and J3.00 per month until you have paid us in full. If not satisfactory, return them at our expense. The examination coats you
nothing.
This offer Is made solely to Increase our in troductory list of subscribers, and the prices quoted In
coupon (representing a discount of 50 per cent) are the actual font of manufacture and transportation.

CLEVER ANECDOTES.
Dnnallrtlda SIOI'V.

Invl- -

--

OUR. PLAN....

Special to the Morningi Journal.
Rocky Ford, Colo,, Sept.' 8. The
pi u le of Albuoueruue need have no
fear as to the class of amusement I"
be furnished by the Western Amusement company, which lv.s been engaged for the fair week carnival. This
company has been showing here for
the past week.
melop day, and a
On Thursday,
great day in Koeky Ford it played to
thousands of people anil every one
was not only satisfied but complimentary. The show is clean, Well Itdpl
peoand high class. Some seventy-fiv- e
ple are with It in addition to the people attached with the regular mow
of which there are twelve, anions
very
them a serpentine dancer who Ispalace
clever, the Egyptian hall and
of Illusions, the haunted swing. Hale's
touring car. electric fount. lin. down
wheel.
Ferris
vaudeville,
.south.
round, and all fcofta (31 Sloe
inerrv-g- o
attractions. The show Is hard to beat.

"The young man accepted (he

in size

ON 6 DAYS' APPROVAL

Playing to Itlg Crowds and Makln;; '
Hit With the Melon liaise is Hun.
died mid Fifty People With the
Agéiegallon.

The Dramatist's Rotenc.
"They hiss In the French theft tern
with the help of a hollow key," said
Richard Harding Davis, whose plow
tire even niorp successful than his tal s
"Paul Hourget (Hice to d
nuil novels.
me an odd Incident based upon this
hollow key hissing.
call him Duvnl-h- ad
"A playwright
the unhapplness, one Hue night, to
sit thnrtigh n n)ost unsuccessful production of his InteRt play. The house
resounded with Jeers and hisses, nnd
n young man. turning to Duval, said.
" 'Hy Jove, hov I'd roast (his mls"r-nbl- c
piece If I only had a hollow key.'
" 'My "dear sir.' said Duval.
'I am
happy to be able to accommodate you.'
"And he landed n hollow key to the
young man who at once Ml up n fierce
nnd continuous hissing. Just Uten a
critic appeared.
"noval.' he said to the playwright
'1
am sorry for you. Poor fellow,
you don't deserve tills.'
"The young mnn with the key
looked hrhazed nnd ashamed.
'What! Are you Monsieur Diivn'?
1
your pardon a thousand tlmn,'
he cried.

convenient

40 Vols. Free

COLORADO

Oustave lieeker. the chef of the
Holland house in New York, recently
bought an apartment house worth
$.'100, won.
In a discussion of his purchase, Mr.
lieeker said: ruf
i om nr.e
the owners of the
Oi
Holland house, and for a number real
years I have been Interested in I
am
estate, Chefs in America get,
happy to say. good salaries, but to
slate'that they got salaries big enough
to allow them, every little while, toInvest their surplus savings In $300,-is
000 apartment houses well, that
an exaggeration, like the pie story of
tin' Breton farmer.
"There was a farmer in Brittany
his
who wished to tell a visitor howpies.
farm had been overrun with
birds,
black
Pies, you know, are large
ami white, with long tails a kind of
crow.
"The farmer said the pies devastatIf he put up
ed his fields horribly.
scarecrows the birds tore them down,
one day his young son ran Into the
granite farm house and shouted:
" 'Oh, father,
hundreds and hundreds of birds! The wheat Is being all
eaten up.'
"The farmer loaded his gun. llul
wheif was (he shot? It couldn't be
found. He put in a few handfuls of
tack Instead. Then he ran out.
"Tie wheat field was black and
whllf like a checkerboard, with pies.
The farmer gave a loud yell, and the
birds all Mew un into a tall poplar.
He fired, and lo, every bird was nailed
fast to the tree.
"THey were nailed fart. Their flapping wings filled the air with a loud
The farmer, amazed, stood
whirr.
watching them. Thon n strange thing
happened.
"The birds, with r.ne grand, united
effort, pulled up the huge tree and
Hew away with It."

i

It provides you the latest in-- I
formation accurate, fair, clear, concise. 1 It includes all dictionary and en
It covers
cyclopaedia words their derivation, pronunciation and definition.
every department oUhe world's knowledge, describing minutely every subject in history,
biography, geography, science, art, medicine, law, commerce, industry, chemistry,
botany, agriculture, engineering, language, mathematics, religions, music, drama, etc.
It is

Sol Luna, President

WESTERN AMUSEMENT

" 'You owe me no apology,' Bald Duval. 'Iainch with me tomorrow."

ALBUQUERQUE

.
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The Largest, Best, Latest a.nd Cheapest Reference Work in America.
7,000 Illustrations
28,000 Paes
40 Volumes

-
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Quarter of a Century of Territorial Fairs
Annual
But None to Equal the Twenty-sixt-

DICTIONARY AND ATLAS

Florentino
Fuentes Rescued
From Cave-i- n
Near Lords-bur- g
After Two Days of

IN

1906.

A

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

NECK

COMPANY

SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 9.
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MO GR ANDE LUMBER. COMPANY
Flint &nd

Ssish and Doors

Gl s

Contractors' Materials

THIRD

IYI.

fC

MARQVETTE

e
e

Both Phones

V

BERGER

Wliolesnle

I

lour nnd Feed

DEALIB

Empr.'fs, "Moses Best," "Gold Real,"
"Illanco," "North Stnr" Rinl "Idoun-ta!- n
Rose" Flour at wliolesnle.
Kansas and Native Hay, Alfalfa,
Oats, Marl y, Corn, Corn Chop, Wheat,
White and Red Bran.
Rrx Stock and I'oultry Food.
Manhattan Stock and Poultry Food.
Crushed Oyster Shells,
Chlckon
Bone, Beef Scraps, Nativo Salt ind
other Stock and Poultry Food.

.

,

Auto. Phone 626.

IN W. Copper

Ave

.

iar&O TO

SELÍITÍi

Uhe Future lKailroad Center

of

JVebu

Mexico

LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
OF THE ATCHISON, T0PEKA & SARÍTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.. IS AT
MAIN
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
OF
THE JUNCTION
THE
LINES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MÉXICO.

The Helen Zzotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

streets and avenues, right In the business
the owners of the Belen Townsite, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon 80 and
center of the new city and directly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Grounds, The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company is now grading its extensive depot grounds
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of t70 miles of side track) to accommodate its immense passenger and freight traffic, Harvey eating House, round house, coa!
p
""
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc,
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of 1500, and several large Mercantile Houses, the Belen Patent Roller Mills with its 150 Barrels a day capacity, winery, etc, It is the
largest shipping point for flour, wool, whdat, wine, beans, hay and fruit in Mew Mexico, From its location upon the great trunk line leading north, south, east and west, to all
points in the United States and Mexico its future growth as a Commercial point cannot be estimated, All fast limited, mail, express and freight trains will pass through Belen to
Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and the Pacific Coast, The water 3 good and climate unsurpassed, Belen has a $16,000 public school house, two churches, a commercial
newspaper and a good hotel, The lots offered are low In prices and terms easy, One third of purclub, three hotels, restaurants, etc, It needs right now a good
remain
note
may
on
for
mortgage
one
uash;
and
year with interest at 8 per cent per annum, Title perfect and warranty deeds given,
money
chase
lots,
if
wish
to
choice
For
Come early
you
secure the
further particulars and prices of lots call in person or write to
Are

70-fo- ot

up-tod-

two-thir-

ate

ds

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
JOHJi BECKE. VreMenl

WM. M.

BEKCE'R.

Secretary
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The above is the "Quick Meal" Trade
Mark. If you want to see the little "Quick
Meal1' chick get a quick meal, put it close
to your eyes and your nose on the cross
( I ). Look at it that way steadily for a
minute and you will see the chick make a
"Quick Meal" of the bug. People who
une a "Quick Meal" know how to cook a
meal quick and eat it in comfort. "Quick
Meal" Stoves look well, cook well, bake
well and last well. They could not be
made better at any price. Their immense
sale is due to their merits to nothing else.
ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.,
Agents for Quick-MeSteel Range &
'
Gaaolluc stove.
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